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1 Foreword

.,

s
3

NOTES:
Do not attempt to operate this vessel until .vou are thoroughly familiar

with the contents of this manual and all of you.r vessel's on-board s.)stens.
Included in this manual are the appropiate waraings, cautions, operat-

ing, and some maintenance informationfor your Bertram's on board
slsterns . Additional maintenance information for fhe systems is placed on-

board under separate cover,
The information contained in this manual is general to both gasoline and

diesel powered boats unless otherwise stated.

Congratulations !

Your Berrram's unique design and the care taken'in its manufacturing mean

it should give you oustanding performance and.many years of boating
pleasure. Your Benram is' built of the finest materials. hand crafted to
Benram's demanding quality srandards. It is factory tested ard thoroughly
inspec ted.

As durable as it is, your Bertram will benefit from reasonable care. A boat
is a complex mechanism, and it will require 'preventive and corrective
mainrenance. minor adjustmens, and repairs. This operator's manual helps

explain rhe operation and required maintenance of the many systems on your
boat.

The bener you understand your Bertram, the more pleasure you will get from
it. We recommend that you read this manual thorough.ly and keep it on board
for reference. Ifany poins are not clear, your Bertram dealer will be glad to
ass ist you.

' 
This manual is not intended to replace years of boating experience or the

excellent classes on safe boating taught by the U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary
and the U.S. Power Squadron. We have included material that covers some

aspects of safe boating, but we urge you to uke a safe boating course, and

ro stay current oo navigation and safe boating practices.

o

o

C
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About Your Ves se l's Documentation

This manual conains rhe following information:

. glossaries oi nautical, wave, and weather terms,

. technical spec itications,

. equipment descriptions,

. service information; and,

. supplemenBry illusrations including the docking plan and

elecrical and mechanical drawings :

ln addition, you will find:

. an envelope containing important warranty information;

. a package containing userrs manuals and operating instructions
supplied by the manufactr:rer of each major mechanical,
elecnical. and comfort equipment component.

Please open the Wananry Materials envelope immediately, t'ill ciut the
warranty cards and serid rhem in. This will help you get service rapidly and

etticiently. Nlanufacturers need your warranry cards !

The user's manuals will help you to get 3 better understanding of the systems
on your Benram and horv they operate. They will also be extremely valuable
to the techn.icians who service your Benram.

Warnings Cautions and Nores

Throughout this manual you will find special information in the form of
warnings, cautions., and no(es. These are intended to alen you to possible

dangers to yourself, the crew or passengers, and/or to your vessel. Read

these special information item,s car'efully.

' Just reading a warning or a caution note within a box will not eliminate the

danger(s). Pay close attenrion to th-ese warnings, and exercise "good seaman-

ship." YOU are the most important factor in preventing accidents.

?

o

\-^-

r

o
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Here is the tbrmat tbr the Warnings, Cautions and Notes you will see in this

Failure to heed a WARNING may result in death or serious injury

CAUTION

Failure to heed a CAUTION may result in injury and/ordamage to the vessel.

NOTE:
A note is intended to emphasize

imponant info rmation.

g

o

o

If your Benram is tobe operated in waters regulated by the U.S. Coast Guard,

rhere are cenain requirements you must meet. These are discussed in the

Coast Guard publication Federal Requirements for Recreational B.oats'.

Some - but not all - of rhe items you are required to carry :ue furnished

as sandard equipment on your vessel.

NOTE.
Lr.S. Coast Guard regulations state that it is the responsibiliry of the ves'

sel ovvner to be sure all required equipment is on board and in proper
working order.

A Few Words Ahout Maintenance

Some of the of,-board systems and equipnrnt require schedule d preventive

mainlenance that may not be covered in this manual. We suggest that you

consult the included equipment manufacturer's manual and your deaier for
required scheduled maintenance.

Your Benram dea.ler'is trained to help you, and our factory service repre-

sentatives are available to assist him if needed.

We wish you many years of pleasurable yachting with your Benram'
o

FORE 30 BerEam YachL lnc. Page 3
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Glossaries

t

There are three Glossaries included here for
your reference.

The first covers terms and definitions pecu-

liar to Yachting.
The second explains terms used to describe

Waves.
The third covers terminology used in de-

scribing Weather.

These 'glossaries are not comprehensive.
For additional information, we recommend you
refer to sources such as Chapman's Piloting,
Seamanship and Snwll Boat Handling,' DeKer-
chove's Internattonal Maitime Dictionary ;
and the wide variety of U.S. Coast Guard Aux-
iliary and U.S. Power Squadron pirbticarions.

Yactiting Terms

o Abaft. Closer to the bacA of rhe vessel. The

rransom is said to be abaft the cabin.

Abeam. Alongside; directly offone side ofthe
vessel.

Above. Higher in the vessel. To go up to th€

nexr deck in a vessel is to go above.

Adapter. A coupling or device that permits

fiuings ol different sizes to be joined.

Aft. Toward the stern.

After End. The stern.'

After Peak. The eompanment funheslaft.

Aftermost. Nearest the stern.

Aground. Stuck fast to the bottom.

Ahead. Fonvardt when the vessel is goilg
ahead, it is moving forward.

Aloft. Above rhe deck; if you go up i mast or
into the rigging. you are going aloft.

Amidship or Admidships. tvlidway between

the bow and stem. or midway benr een the
pon side and the sarboard side.

Ampere. The. s tandard unit used to mEasue

the strength of an electrical current. Abbre-
viated "Amp'' or "A '.

Anchor. A mechanical device used - with an
a-ochor line - to hold a vessel in a desired
position.

Anchor Line. The line connectiag a vessel to
its ancbor. It may be all rope, all chain, or
rope and a length of chain..

Anchor Rode. See Anchor Line.

Anchor Ball.'A black, circular, day signal
-hoisted to show that a vessel is anchored.
Replaced at dusk by rhe anchor light.

Astern. Toward the stern; abaft.

Athwartships. Along a line running perpen-

dicular to the keel.o
Glossary Berfam l3gh! lnc. P age 4
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.2
attBreak Out. Take out of srorage and prepare

lor use.

Bridge. The main operational control centei

.oI a ]essel.

Broach. To be throrvn broadside into the

trough of waves out of eft'ective control.

Eulkhead. An interior wall or panilion.

B ulwark. Portion of the hull exrending above

the deck.

Camber. Transverse (athwarshiPs) curyature

of rhe deck.

Capstan. A machine, similar to a winch but

with a vertical axis, that moves a cylindrical
device (called a "-sypsy') on a shaft for
hauhng up an anchor.

centerline. The tbre-and-aft line ai the mitl-
dle of rhe vessel.

Chain Locker. See Rope Locker. Space or

companment where anchor line is stowed.

Chine. The line rvhere the bottom of a vessel

meets the side. If rhis turn is rounded, it is
a "soft" chine. If the tum is squared off, it
is a "hard" chine. i ;

Chock. L A fitting or hole in a railing or deck

through which a mooring or anchor rode

runs; 2. a wedge used to secute something

in place.

Circuit Breaker. A circuit protection device

used to interuPt an electrical circuit when

the current t'low exceeds a preset level... 
-.

cleat. A double ended deck fitting to which

lines are secured.

coaming. Raised tip around a hatch' intended

to keep water from coming in through the

hatchwaY.

cockpit. An exposed deck area (usually aft)

that is substantially lower than the vessel's

adjacent weather deck.

o

o

o

..C
Page 5 Bertam Yach! lnc.

Banen. A srrrp or *ood or meral used to se-

cure arpaulinrs,t in place over a hatch.

Batten Dovvn. To secure tbr rough weather.

Beam, 1. The widest disance across a-vessel

tiom the buside skin on one side to the

outside skin on the other: 2. A transverse

sructural member rthat stiffens and sirp-

pons a portion of the deck.

Beam Wnd. A wind blowing from the side of
the vessel. approximately perpendicular to

the longitudinal a.ris of the vessel.

B elay. l. To make fast or secure, as to belay a

line; 2. to cancel or stop an action, as 'tselay

thar last order".

Below. Lower in the vessell to go below is to

go to a lorver deck or go into the cabh.

Bend. A tr pe ofknor.

Bilge. The lorvest interior area of a hull, used

to collect lvater that seeps or leaks in. ',

Bilge Pump. A pump intended to remove

spray. rainwater. and rhe normal accumula-

tion of w'aier due to seepage and spillage; it
is nor inrended tbr damage control.

Binnacle. The stand or suppon tbr a magnetic

compass.

Bitter End (of the line). 1. The last part of a
rope or chain; 2. the inboard end of the

anchor rode.

B ollard. A single post on a dock, pier, or wharf

used to secure a vessel's lines.

Bonding. l. Etecricalty connecting €xposed,

meallic, non-current-car-ving pans to the

main engine block; 2. cementing together,

as with an adhesive.

Bow. The front end ofa vessel.

Bonom. The ponion of the hull below the

bilge.

GlossarY
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a
Companionway. The steps or ladder leading

downward ttom a deck.

Compartment. A subdivision of space qr

room in a vessel.

Covering Board. The top surtace of the sides

and nansom on a '" essel.

Co vr,{. A bell-shaped air tunnelor scoop, pro-
jecting above the deck or deckhouse of a
vessel, used for venttlation.

Cradle. A frame or suppon tbr moving a ves-

sel when it is out of the water.

Dead Ahead. Directly in tront of the vessel is

dead ahead.

Dead Reckoning. A navigational technique
that measures from a lasr known ro the
present estimated pbsilon based on time,
speed. and direction. Abbreviared DR.

Deck. The tloor in a 
"essel.

Dinghy: A smalI boat (less rhan 20 feet) used

in mor ing betrveen ship and shore.

Dishwater. Liquid residue tiom the manual or
automatic w'ashing of dishes and cooking
utens ils.

Displacement. The w erghr of rvarerdisplaced
by the vessel's hull.

Displacement Hull. A hull that displaces a

volume of water equa.l to the weight of the
vessel at all times. Such a hull is designed
to run in the waler rather than on top of the
water as does a planing hull. When'a dis-
placement hull moves *rrough the water, it
pushes the water out of its way. The water
tlows around the hull and t'i.lls the "hole"
the vessel leaves astern.

Dock. A pier or wharf to which vessels are

moored.

Oocumented Yacht. A vessel of t'ive or more

ner tons thar is ow'ned by a United States

citizen. is used exclusivelv tor pleasure,
and has valid marine documenution issued
by rhe U.S. Coasr Guard. A documented
1'achr does nor show srare identificarion .
numbers.

Oog.A small metal tlning (clamp) used to :
secure (close) ports, hatches and doors.

Dog Down. To tighen the dogs or clamps on
a pon, harch, or door.

Doors. Access ways through bulkheads are
doors. Doors may or may not be watenight.

Draft. l. The depth ofa vessel trom rhe acrual .

waterline ro the bottom of the vessel's low-
esr pan (e.g., the propeller rip or rudder); 2.
the depth of water necessary to tloat a ves-
sel. Draft may vary wlth vessel loading and
may vary- in similar vessels dependine on
equipment installed.

Drift. The speed o+ a current measured in r

knots.o Dunnage. Cargo associated waste.

Dye Marker. A brightly colored chemical rhat
spreads when release4 in water to attract.
attention. as to a man olerboard.

Evaporator. That pan oi a retiigerarrng (air
conditioning) device where the liquid re-
tiigeranr is evaporared to absorb heat and
produce cooling.

Even Keel. To be floating evenly without list-
ing (leaning) to eifier side.

Exhaust System. The means by which the '

hot engine or geneiator exhaust gases are

moved from that engine to an outboard
rerminus and released into the atmosphere.

Fathom. Six feet.

Fender. A device (usually ofrubber orplastic)
placed to absorb the impact of conract be-
tween vessels or between a vessel and the
dock.

:4

.;
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Fiberglass. Fibei reintbrced plasric (FRP).

Fish. A zinc plate. low'ered overboard, used to

reduce corros ion.

Flare. [. The outboard curve of the hull as it

comes up the side ttom the waterline, the

reverse oiTumble Home;2. a pyrorechnic

device, usually rocket propelled, used for
emergency signaling at sea.

Flat. A small. panial deck. built to suppon a

piece of equipment or machinery.

Flemish. To coil down a line on deck in a flat,
circular, concentric amngement.

Flotsam. Floating wreckage or trash.

Flybridge (flying bridge). A steering and
speed control sEtion locarcd above the

Following Sea. Waves moving in the same
general direction as your vessel. .

Fore-and-Aft. In line with the longitudinal
ce nterline of a vessel.

Forefoot. The tbr'* ard pan of a vessel's keel

rhat curv'es up*'ard to meet the stem.

Forward. Tow ard the borv.

Frame. A built up rib rhat suppons the deck
and hull and gives the vessel ransverse
srengrh.

Freeboard. The height of a vessel's deck
above the water line.

Galley. The kitchen or food preparation area.

Galvanic Corrosion. Corrosion that results
t'rom the difterence in electrical potential
between dissimilar metals immersed il a

conductive solution (such as salt water). If
the metals touch or are otherwise elecri-
cally connected, th'e difference in porential
produces an eleckon flow between them.
This resuls in gradual desruction of the
less-corros ion-resistant meal.

carbage. Kinds of tbod, cargo and irainre-
nance wasre. ashes or ctinkers. and domes-
ric wasre (rrash).

Gasket. .A srip of sealing' marerial,. usually
. rubber or rubber-like materiil, set along the

edge of a water,/gas tight door. port, or
harch.

celcoat. The thin finish layer of pigmented
plastic govering a fiberglass vesse,l.

Gland. The movable part ot: a stufting box
which, when tightened, compresses the
packing.

Graywater. Drainage from a dishwasher,
shower, laundry, bath, and washbasin.

Ground (electrical). The electrical potential
of rhe eanh's surface, which ls zero.

Ground Speed. A vessel's speed over the

1anh.'s'surface. '
G rou nd Taclile. A general tei'm for the an-

chor, anchor lines, and orher fittings uSEd

to secure a vessel at anchor.

G unwale. l. The line where the an upper deck
. and the hull meet; 2. the upper edge of a

vessel 's s ide.

Halyard. A light line used to hoist a t'lag or
pennant.

Hatch. I . An opening in the deck or sole that
forms an entrarce to a compartmeDt (also

called a hatchuray); 2. a cover for a hatch.

Haldtop. A permanent cover over the cabin.,
above the main deck; the deck of the fiy-'
bridge.

Head. A shipboard toilet or lavarory area

whiih may or may not include a shower.'

Heading. . The direction that a vessel is pointed
' with reference to true, magnetic, or com-

pass nonh.

a

€
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Headway. The ionvard morion oi a vessel
rhrough the rvater.

Heavy Weather. Stormy weather !r irh high
seas and high winds- r

Helm. The appararus by which the vessel is

s teered.

Helmsman. Sreersman; the one who is at the

helm steering the vessel.

Hitch. A type of knot.

Hull. The body ofa vesseI including the she[[,
framing, decks, bulkheads, s unchions,
keel, and floors.

lnboard. l. From eithersidgof avessel to the

fore-and-ati centerline:2. the dock side of
a moored vessel.

lnland Rul6s: Nautical "Ru les-of-rhe-Road "
that apply in U.S. lakes, rivers, and coastal
w aters -

lnternational Rules. Naulical "Rules-of-the-

Road" rhar apply by inrernational agree-
menr ro rhe high seas.

Jetsam. Refuse that sinks rvhen throrvn over-
board.

Kedge. An anchor set out from a grounded
vessel, usually astern, to ( l) keep her from
being driven funher aground and (2) assist
in refioating her.

K eel. The main centerline structural member
rqnning fore and aft along the bottom of the '

vessel: the backbone.

K not. I . A maritime unit of speed equal to one

nautical mile (6,080 feeQ per hour. as com-
pared to a satute mile (5,280 fee0; 2. a
collective term tbr hitches and bends.

Ladder. Sreps or sairs.

Latitude. Angular distance ori the eanh's sur-

tace nonh or south of the equaror, measured

in degrees. miiutes, and seconds.

Lazarette. Storage compantnent cur inro rhe

deck at the srern.

Leadline. A seiehred lrne used ro take deprh
measuremenLs.

Lee. The direction away from thatof the wind;
the downrr'ind side.

Leeward. Arvay t'rom the wind; downwind.

Length at Water Line (LWL). The length of a
vessel measgred at the water Iine from bow
ro srern. This dimension changes depend-
ing on how high or low a vessel is riding in
the water.

Length over all (LOA). A vessel's straight
line lengrh trom bow to stern. This dimen-
sion does not change regardless ofhow a

vessel rides in the w'ater.

Limber hole. _Drainage hole tbr bilge water
along the keel and srringers.

List. Incline ro porr or srarboard.

Longitude. Angular distance on the eanh's
surt'ace east or west of a ret'erence line (the

' prime meridian) passing through Green-
' ivich, England. Longitude is measured in

degrees, minures. and seconds.

Longitudinal. Lengthwise; running along the

length of the vessel.

Lubber Line. A mark or line on the compass
parallel to the keel and indicating forward.

Mast. A pole or tube used to support lighs,
. . iadar devices. flags. etc-

Main Deck. The principal and highest deck of
rhe hult.

Midship. l. Aligned wirh the longitudinai axis
of fte vessel, as "Rudder is midship."; 2. at
the center of the vessel.

lVto,1rr. To anchor or secure a. vessel with
chain(s) or line(s) to shore, a dock, a buoy,
etc.

o
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Mooring Bitt. Standards. placed in pairs, to
*hich mooring lines are made tast.

Mooring Line. The Iine with *[tich-a"'esset is

secured to a mooring place.

Navigation Lights. A set of red. green, andA

or white lights irhich must be sholvn by all
vessels between dusk and dawn to show

course. size, and position. They are re-

quired unless moored or at anchor in a

recog nized anchorage.

Overhead. A vessel's ceiling or roof.

outboard. l. From the fore-and-aft centerline

of a vessel toward either side; 2. the sea-

ward side of a moored vessel.

Overboard. Over the side ofa vessel, usually

inro the water. ".

Passageway. A conido? or hallway. .

Pilaster. A recangular strucrural suppon col-
umn w'hich is an extension of the pon and

starboard aft cabin sides and rvhich sup-
ports rhe hardrop and the tlybridge.

Pitch. l. The venical (up and down) motion of
a vessel's bow in a seaway, abour the ath-

ri'arships aris: l. the axial advance oI a

propellor during one complete re!olution.

P itc hpolin g. Tipping end overend atler strik-
ing an obstruction or running down a wave

and burying the bow;somersaulting.

Planing Hull. A hull designed to ride on top

of the water at cruise. At slow speeds, a

planing hull will displace water,the same as

a displacement hull. At higher speeds, a

planing hull lifu up onto the water's sur-

tace, as a hydroplane, shonening the water

line length and reducing drag.

Port. The left side o[ a vessel (looking for-
ward).

Port B eam. The leti cenrer of a vessel.

Port Bow. The tbrward lettareaof the vessel.

Port Ouarter. The leti rear area of the vesse[_

Pounding. The acrion of uaves as they re-
pearedly rarse a grounded vessbl and drop
it against die seabe{, a.reef, etc.

Propeller. The screw-like revolving device
that drives the vessel through the water.

Propeller Action. The force exerted by the
propeller. The tbrce causes displacement of
water and pushes the vessel ahead. A pro-
peller creates a suction screw current and a

discharge screw culTent.

Pulpit. An extension on the bow, originally
used ro iupport a harpooner; in pleasure

vessels, used primarily to ease anchoring.

Riser. A two-elbow angular pipe connected

to the engine's turbo outlet to prevent water
tiom the exhausr enlering the engine.

Rope Locker. Space or compartment where

the anchor line is srorved.

Rudder. A movable. vertical t'in exending
into the water at the stern of a vessel, used

for steering.
tr

Salon (Saloon). The main social cabin on a

vessel. usually the largest area, somettmes

called the deckhouse.

Scupper. A drain from the edge of a deck,

discharging overboard.

Seacock. A positive action shut-off valve
connecred directly to the hull seawater in-

rake and discha'fge piPing.

Secure. To t'asten down.

Shaft. The cylindrical member that connects

the engineitrans missior to the propeller.

Shaft L og. A reinforcing strucrural memberat
the hull bonom where the propeller shaft
pe nerates the hull.

o

o
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t

o Sheer. The rop oi rhe hull's curvature at the

deck line.

S heer Strake, The upper edge of the hull,just
below the deck.

Shoal. An area of shallow water.

Silencer. A specialty designed batfled cham-
ber installed in an exhaust system to reduce

noise; a muffler.

Sole. Small boat term for deck, as in'tabin
sole".

Stanchion. A vertical structural support
member berween decks.

Starboard. The right side ofa vessel (looking
forward). ' i !

Starboard Beam. The right-center of a ves-
sel.

Starboard Bow. The lroric right area of aves-
sel.

Starboard O,uarter. The right rear area of a
vesse l.

Steerageway. The lowest speed at which a
vessel can steer.

Stem. The extreme leading edge of a vessel's
hull.

Stern. The back of a vessel is the stem.

Strainer. A coane filer used to keep objects
out of an intake pon (such as the cooling
water intake).

Stringer. A fore ahd aft cortinuous merirber
used to give a vessel longirudinal strength.

Strut. A propeller shaft suppon that hangs

below the hull.

Stuffing box. Device to prevent leakage
around a moving pan (such as a Propeller
shati or a rudddr shaft) that passes through
a hole in the vessel; it conains stuffing
material and a packing gland.

Sump. A pit or well into wltich warer drains
(i.e.. the shower sump or englne room
sump).

Sump Pump. A pump inended to remove rhe
water collected in a sump.

, Superstructure. Structures exrending above
the weather deck.

Tide. The alternate rise and tall of the surface
of oceans, seas, and thd bays, river, etc.

' connected with them, caused by the arrac-
tion of the moon and sun. The tide occurs
twice in each 24 hours and 5l minutes
(lunar day). During its rise, tide is called

flood tide , and during its fall, ebb tide.

Toirside. Above decks. To go up to the top
deck in a vessel is to go topside. e

Toxic. Poisonous (as carbon monoxide).

Transom. A * ide., flattened, or sligttly
cun'ed s rern.

Transverse. Across the vessel; athwanships.

Trim. .A, term used to describe rhe rvay avessel
rides in the water. A change in rim is

detined as a change inrthe difterence be-
tween the forward and aft dratis. Ifa vessel

is trimmed lr'ith the stern [orver. it is

"rimmed by the stern".

Tumble Home. The shape of tire hull as it
moves outboard going down from the gun-
wale to the waterline; the opposite of flare.

Watch. A duty period at sea, normally 4 houn.
Here tre a day's watches:

First watch 2000 - 2400 (8 pm - midnigh|
Midwarch 0000.0400 (midnight - 4 am)
Morning watch 0400 - 0800 (a - 8 am)

- Forenoonwatcft 0800 - 1200 (8 am - noon)
Afterngonwatch 1200 - 1600 (noon - 4 pm)
First dogwatch 1600 - 1800 (a - 6 pm)
Second dogwatch 1800 - 2000 (6 - 8 pm)

o
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t
water Line. The line of the water's surfaceon

the hull when the vessel is at'loar.

Water Line Length. 5ee Length at Waier
Lin e.

Water fight. Sealed to prevent passage of
water.

Weather Deck. A deck with no overhead pro-
tection.

Web Frame. A frame with a deep web, usu-
ally a main strengrh member.

Wet E xtaust. An exhaust system where coo[-
ing seawater is mixed wirh exhaust gases
j-ust alter the riser and this mixture is ejected
from ports at the stern.

Windlass. Machine used ro hoist the an-
chor(s).

o

o

?
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Wave Termsa
Adiabatic. A change of volume or pressure

u'ithout gain or loss of heat.

Breaker. A single breaking, plungin! or spilt-
ing wave.

Breaker Line. The outer limit of the surf.
Note that breakers may not all be in a line.
They can occur outside the breaker line and

seem to come from nowhere.

Comber. A wave on the point oi breaking. A
comber has a thin line of white water on its
crest, known as "feathering".

Crest. The top of a wave breaker or swell.

Fetch. The unobstructed distance that the
wind can blow over the water ro make
tvaves.

Foam Crest. The top of rhe tbarhing water
that speeds toward the beach atier a wave
has broken. popularly known as "white

'* ater".

Following Sea. Waves moving in the same
general direction as your vessel. .

Frequency. The number of crests passing a
fixed point,in a given time.

Period. The rime it takes tbr r*o successive
crests ro pass a t.xed point.

Series. A group of waves which seem to travel'
togethei and at about rhe same speed.

Surf. A number of breakers in a continuous
line.

Surf Zone. The area near shore where break-
ing occurs continuously in varying intensi-
ries.

Trough. The valley berween waves.

Waves. Periodic disturbances of the sea's sur-
. face, caused by wind, seaquakes, and the

gravitational pull of the moon and the sun.

Wave Gradient. A wave's slope. or angle
from troug*r to crest. - - - v. '

Wave Height. The distance from the bottom
oia *ave's rrough to the top oi its crest.

Wave Length. The distance from one w'ave

crest to the next in the same series of iavei

o

+
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Wather Terms
a
1'

a

a

Air Mass. A region bi rhe lower armosphere

iri w h ich air is similar in pressure, tempera-
ture. and humidity. Alrhough iu shape may
change from day to dav. an air mass gener-

ally moves across the continent Iike an in-
visible ice t'loe.

Ai, Pressure. A measure of the force exened
by the atmosphere above. Pressure differ-
ences between air masses cause winds that
move from a high pressure area to a low
pressure area.

lnternationdly, air pressure is meas-

ured in millibars, but many barometers in
use are calibrated in the old standard, inches

of mercury (in. Hg). Inches of mercury cin
be convened to milliban by multiplying the

reading by 33.85.
Sea levelsandard air pressure is 1013.2

millibars (29.92 in. Hg) at 70oF. Barome-
ters have read as high as 1050 mitlibirs (31

in. Hg). and the eye of a hurricane has

produced readings well belorv 930 milli-
bars (27.17 in. Hg).

Front. The line along which opposing warm
and cold air masses meet. generally produc-
ing a band of *er, srorml' ueather. Four
types of t-rons are associaed v" ith weather
tbrecasting:

Cold Front. A front produced when a cold,
high-pressure mass ovenakes a warm, [ow-
pressure area. The denser cold air wedges

under the warm air, crearing clouds and
rain. [f rhe low is already unsuble and
turbulent. there may be rapid development
of heavy thundershowers accompanied by
high. gusry winds. Behind ttie front, tem-
peratures drop and skies are clear.

Warm Front. A tront produced when a warm
low pressure air mass meets and rides up
and over a colder.hieh pressure mass. As
with a cold tronr. clouds and rain will ap-

pear, but in a warm tionr drey witl appear
rv ith less violence.

Sfationary Front A front produced when
neither the high or the low is inoving much.
This rype of iront will produce some clouds' 
and rain.

occluded Front This is the condition where
rwo fron6 collide. Usually the cold front
overtakes a slower moving warm front,
causing a complex weather system that lifts
the warm front and produces heavy clouds
and rain.

High. A center of pressure surrounded by
lower pressure, caused by a mass of cooler,
sinking, drierair, This raises grciund level
air pressure, producing clear skies and good

'"!'eathe r.
' Summer lrighs can produce sustained

.' hot weather. Winter highs mean cold
weather, since there are no night clouds to
trap rhe hear.

Some highs become semi-permanent
weather t?atures during panicular times of
the year and'have recognizable names.

lsobar. Weather map line that connecs all
Iocal points of equal air pressure. Isobars

are usually closed lines, and rhey generally
define high or low pressure air masses.

Winds tend to:
1) blow parallel to the isobars;

2) flow betwedn masses of different pres-

sures; '."
NOTE:

On the v+eaher map, the greaer tte pres'
sure difference, he closer he isobars and

the stonger 69 uinilP.

3) move ourward from the centei in high
pressure air masses and clockwise (in the

Nonh American continenutl area);

i
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o
4) move in toward the center in low pres-

sure areas and counter-clockw ise (in the

Nonh American continental area).

lsotherm. A line on a weather map similar to
an isobar excepr that an isotherm connects
points of equal temperature.

Low. The absence of an air mass and the

warmer, moist. rising air generally means

clouds, precipiation, and stormy weather.

Hurricanes are examples of extremely con-
centrated lorv pressure systgms.

Ridge. An elongared high pressure t'inger ex-
tending out tiom a high.

Trough. An elongated lowaressure area ex-
tending out trom a low. A trough usually
means unsettled weather.

o

o
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O3 Technical Data'

3.1 Vessel Specifications

MODEL 366 N,IOPPIE

BOAT NAME

o

--+--:--__
HAILING PORT.

HuU Number Door Key Number Registration Number

o
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Length Overall :35 feet,8 inches

Beam :11 teet. 9 inches

Draft :3 feet, 7 ilches

Fuel tabel Capacity =400 U.S. Gallons

Water Capacity =75 U.S. Gallons

Cruise Weight =23,500 pounds (approx)

3.2 Main Engines and Transmissions

Engine Manufacturer = Gear Manu. =

Engine Model = Gear Model =

Gear Ratio = Gear Oil Filter
Element Number :

Fuel Filter (Primary; =
Filter Element :

Fuel Filter(Secondary) & Element :

Lube Orl Filter & Element =

Air Filter Element =

PORT FNGINE STARBOARN ENGINF

Seria, Number . Serial Number =

Gear Serial Number = Gear Serial Number :

t

I
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o
Manufacturer:

Voluge =

Benram Pan Number =

System Voluge =

Manufacturer

Style =

Diameter =

Material =Nibral:

Pon Rotation =

S urboard Rocation =

3.5 Pro eller Shafts & Cou lin s

S haft Material:Stainless steel

Shaft Drameter = 2 . inches

Shaft Length = inchbs

Shaft. Benram Part Number =

Model Numbe.r =

C.C.A. :

RES. CAP. :

Prtch: l

I

o

Coupling, Berram Pdn'Number =

NOTE

The propeller specifications are correct for the boat as it is deliveredfrom
the Beftram Yacht facton, in Miami, Fl.. Changes made to the boat's con-

figuration (Addin7 a tuna tower. davils, a dingt, etc.) mq\ aber engine
lociling and require diferent propeller specificatiotts. A test run shoul,l

be made to verifi correct engine perfonrwnce.
o

3660 PAge t7

3.3 Engine Batteries

3.4 Propellers

Berrer YechL'lhc.
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3.6 Diesel Generator

U.S.A. INTERNATIONAL

Manutacturer =

Model =

Serial Nr.

Capacity (KW) =

Voluge (a.c.) --

Phase =

a

T Frequency (Hz) =

Fuel Filter (Primary Element) Number =

Fuel Filter (Secondary Element) Number =

Lube orl Filter =

NOTE:
The generator d.c. cranking circuit is connected to the stbd battery bank.

t
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o 3.7 Fuel Remaining !n Tanks

The Tabte below showi the:relationship be-tween the fluid leveI indicated on

the fuel gauges and the approximate number of gallons of fuel remaining in
that tank.

3.8 Ventilation And.Eihaust Blowers

HEAD EXHAUSTBLOWERS =150 cubic feetperminute (CFM), 12-Vols
d.c. (one in each head).

ENGINE-COMPARTMENT =Two (2) 250 CFM, l?v d.c., with manual

switch.

B ilge Pumps = I ,750 Gallons per Hour
Engine Room Sump PumP =800 GPH
Gray Water Sump Purnp =800 GPH

GAUGE READING FORWARDTANK AFI TANK

FULL 180 gallons 220 gallons

314 1 l5 gatlons 145 gallons

t12 50 gallpns 70 gallons

U4 15 gallons 20 gallons

EMffY 0 gallons 0 gallons

NOTE: Usable fuel is considered to be 90% of fuel tank label capacity.

a
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3.9 Bitgd And SumP Pumps

FUEL GAUGE READINGS.VS TANK GALLONAGE
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O 4. Equipment Location

4.O.1 General

The following general list of equipment can be used as a quick location

reference. The list may not be complete for your panicular boat and spaces

are provided for you to make additions.

You should check and write down the location of each piece of equipment

on this list plus the ones that you may have added.

Example:
fumps & Pump Floats . -

Fwd bilge 

-- 
, ..

4.O.2 Fue! System

Fuel Tank
Fuel tanks

Fuel Line Shut Off Vaives
Diesel

Fue[ tanks

Port Eng. primary filter

Stbd Eng. primary filter

A.c. G"n"ruot

En?ine Fuel Fiker(s)

Port engi-ne

Stbd engine

Gen

Fuel Liquid l-evel Gauge Senden
Fuel tanks

o

a
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{.O.3 Fresh Water System

Water tank

Shut Off Valve

Liquid level gauge

Water Pump

Circuit breaker

Other

o

4.O.4 Shornier Sump System

Shower sump tank, Pump, & Float

Pump circuit breaker

f
.4.O.5 Bilge Pump System

Pumps & Pump Floats

Fwd bilge

Aft bilge

Switches

Midship bilge

Fwd bitge

o

o

Midship bilge

Aft bilge

Engine room
Pon

.* Fuses

Engine room
Port , ,,
s rbd

Head

P age 21

Other
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4.0.6 Blowers

Stbd

ra'-
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o 4.O.7 -Air Conditioning System

Condens ing unit(compressor)

Seawater pump

Water intake

Strainer

Seacock

Circuit breaker

4.O.8 Monitor Systems (except fire extinguishing))

Notes: Diesel engines monitors are behind the helm station

Monitors
Engines

Pon

Stbd

o Overheat & Bilge Flood

Fuses

Panel

Control board

=

..

Black water (holding) tank sender

The system includes the fixed extinguisher bottle, manual discharge "T'
handle, conrol head, and auto shutdown box. Portable firc salinguisher
bottles are dso listed below

Fixed system extinguisher bottle

Manual 'T' handle

Control head with lights & horn . _

Auto shutdown control box(black)

Portable fu,e extinguisher bottle #1
-Porable 

fire extinguisher bottle #2

Othero
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Holding tank manual pump

Toilet intake & discharge.
'Y' valve .

Intake seacock

Discharge seacock

Other

4.0.11 Batteries
Pon

Stbd

Pon engine seawater strainet ' .' '

Stbd engine seawater seacock

Stbd engine seawater strainer

Generator seawater seacock

I

?.

o

,

o

a
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4.O.10 Toilet System
Holding tank

Strainer

4.0.12 Engines & A.C. Generator
Pon engine seawater seacock ' '

i
.l
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o 5. Carbon Monoxide (co) Gas

/ \w nn NtNc

Gasoline and diesel internal combustion engines rrse petrofuels and
emit carbon monoxide gas, which is colorless, odorless, and lethal if

breathed in sulfcient quantities.

When at anchor, be sure to open windows, hatches, and vents to maintain
fresh air even with the air conditioner operating and when operating ttre ac

generator.

When tied up to a dock and/or immediately alongside other vessels or when

rafted up against one or more othet vessels, pay particular attention to the

main engine and generator exhaust emissions from the nearby vessels; since

a lethal concentration of carbon monoxide could be drawn into your vessel

from the ouside by your ventilatign system. 
,

Remember that carbon monoxide (CO) poiioning is one of recreatiotal
boatings most insidious hazards. CO poisoning fint attacks the brain's-
judgment center and is first symptoms (headache and nausea), are easily

confused with seasickness. CO is lethal and its effecs are cumulative. As

CO builds up i-n your body, your blood can carry less and less oxygen. This

can take place over a long period of time and at relatively low concentrations '

o

o
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Carbon Monoxide gas is colorless, tasteless, and odorless. Therefore, take
no chances. with your life and health. [f you even think that you smell
excesiive exhaust odor, or if you think tha! you or anyone on your vessel
might possibly have one or more of the following classic symptoms of carbon
monoxide.. poisoning which can be eas ily masked by the symptoms of
common-sea sickness:

.- throbbing in the temples;

.' dizziness

' . ringing in the ears;

oi: *ur..tn, and itching eyes;

r -headache I

r ' nausea; and/or,

' ..:cberry pink or red skin color.

' YOU SHOTJLD TMMEDIATELY:

. Move everyone on board out on deck in the fresh air:

. open all hatches, windows, and vents to air out your veisel;

. sh ! down the engines and/or the a.c. generator until you have
located the source of the carbon monoxide;

. If it comes from your vessel, make all the necessary colrections
and/or repain before getting underway again; and, 

.

. you should also be aware, that it is quite possible for y.oti'to get

the exhaust fumes ofvessels tied up along side of your vessel or
even docked in the next slip. If it comes from a nearby vessel,

move your boat or leave it.

o

o

t
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=

o

6.1 General

Boating safety srudies show that the best way to fight shipboard fires is to

prevent them. Most shipboard fires ARE preventable by the obvious steps

of:

o not allowing fuel spillage to accumulate in the bilge;

. prop'erty storing paint and other combustibles;

. taking appropriate care when cooking, espe'cially frying;

. taking appropriate care with smoking materials; and,

. not exceeding the safety factor built into electric wiring.

Unfortunately, on-board fires do occur. Boating safety statistics * show that

unless the fre is put out in the fint 5 to 10 minutes, 80% of all pleasure craft
that catch on fire are desroyed.

To give you fire warning and lre fighthg capabilities, the followhg equip-
ment is furnished as a part of your Bertram:

. Engine Room Fire Monitor(Overheat Detection) System.

. Engine Room Fixed Fire Extinguisher System with Fire

Extinguisher Discharge Monior.

. Ponable Fire Extinguishers. .

* DOT U.S.C.G. COMDTINST M16754.1G 'tsOATING STATISTICS''
JUNE I986

o
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6.2 Engine Room Fire Monitor (Overheat Detection) System
*

a
The fire monitor system monitors your vessel for fire(overheat) in the engine
room (compartment).

NOTES:

The fire monitor systemis separate from the onboard fired fire extin-
guisher system discussed later.

The fire monitor will not detect gn overheat cordition outside of the en-

Stne room.

The combinaionfire monitor/btlge flood monitor/exhaust temp monitor is

tested and silenced.by the same switches and controlled by the same

powerfuse.lt can be totally disabted by removing the fuse in the 'l2Vdc
Distribution" panel or inside the nanitol cantrol box..

On the helm control station switch panel, is a red indicator marked "engine
room overheat". The lamp is connected, throrigh a monitor control unit, to
overheat detectors mounted in the engine room.

The overheat detector is thermal disc that is sensitive only to a fixed high
temperature setting. The system will activate any time that the engine room

temperature exceeds the thermal disc temperature; whether or not, there is a

fire.

Operation.

If an overheat condition occurs, the red indicator will light and the hom will
sound indicating an overheat problem in the engine room. At that time, check

the engine room for a problem.

The monitor horn can be silenced by momentarily pushing the monitor

" override'r button on the helm control panel. The light will remain lit until
the heat detector(s) reset themselves.

o
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o

The monitor system can be checked at any time by prBssing the monitor
rrtestrr button on the helm contrgl panel. Witll the buton pressed, the

'r overheat detectorr" and " bilge llood" lights wifl light and the monitor
horn will sound. Releasing the "test" button will cause the lights to go dark
and the hom to stop sounding. An open circuit in the heat detector wiring
will also cause the monitor to respond as if there is an overheated condition.
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o 6.3 Ens ine Room Fixed Fire Extinguisher System.

/ \w an rutruo

Toxic by-products are produced when agent FE-241 extinguishes fire.
Avoid breathing the fumes, smoke from fire, or engine exhaust.

Inhalation of FE-241 in high concentrations may cause death without
warning. Read the manual provided with the fre extinguisher system

for complete information.

Most lire fighting agents stop engines by oxygen depletion, agent

FE-241 may not stop a diesel ixrgine. Ifyou do not quickly stop your
diesels, the agent conceqtration will be rapidly lowered and may be

eliminated as an effective fire fighter.

NOTE:

o To give FE-241 the chance to put out afire, the concentration must be

kept as high as possible. This meaw keeping all hatches to the engine

room(companment) closed at all times.

Your fired fire extinguishers fight engine room fires. Fires outside this

compartment are fought with hand held ertinguishers.

This system uses agent FE-24 I (Chlorotetrafluoroethane). Its use is confined
to a normally unoccupied area, such as an engine room. Inhalation of high
concentrations of this agent can cause death without waming. Vapor reduces

oxygen available for breathing and is heavier than air. Read the manual
provided with the system foi cgmplete information.

,
t=

Your Benram has an automatic/manual fhed fire extinguisher system that
protects the engine room. The fixed fre extinguisher system consists of a
FE-241 agent gas bottle with its controls and indicators. The bonle is in the

enghe room and discharges into the engine room. The conrol head with the

"engine shutdown" override switch, discharge light and horn is located on
the helm console. The manual discharge "T'handle and a second discharge

light are located in the cockpit. Be'come aware of the location of each of these

items and how they operate. Read the fire extinguisher manual for complete

instructions about operation.
o
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6.3.1 System Operation

When discharged automatically or manually, the system:

. shus down the forced air ventilation(blowers) system;

o

=

. shuts down the main engines;

. shuts down the optional a.c. generator;

. releases FE-241 gas into the engine room; and,

. sounds the FE-241 system discharged monitor hom.

Read the fire extinguisher manual for complete instructions about operation.

NOTES:

If there is an engine room fire, do not wait for the system to discharge

automatically. Discharge the system manually from the cockpit. The system

is manually discharged from the cockp it by pulling the fire system 'T' handle

pin and then pulling the handle.

o

Depending on the rate of temperature ise, the time between the Fire

Monitor System alarm and the FE-241 fixed system alarm may be too

shon to be acted upon as separate events.

Automatic discharge of the bottle can not be ddeated. It will alwoys dis- t
charge at its designed discharge temperature.

a
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The fint indication of an over-temperature condition will usually be the fire

monitor horn ard light, which signals the detection of an over-temperature

condition in the engine room. When the temperature rises rapidly due to a

fne, there may be only a brief time span between the monitor indication and

the discharge of fixed fire sYstem.
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o 6.3.2 After Discharge of the Fire System

.a
.?

1

,=.
/ \w an Nrruc

Do not open the engine room hatch or try to enter the engine room
for at least 15 minutes after fire agent has discharged. To allow

oxygen to enter a compartment before hot metals and/or fuels are
cool may cause reignition or flash back,

Except in the rare case of a coincidental emergency requiring immediate
power to maneuver your vessel out ofdanger from another source, you must
give the FE-241 agent sufficient time to completely extinguish the fire.

Therefore, once the agent is discharged, to minimize the risk of rEignition or
flashback, you should wait a minimum of fifteen minutes for any heated.
metal or fuel to cool off before opening the engine ioom.

If you hear the Extinguisher Discharged horn, the Fire System has dis-
charged (check the discharged light). Take these steps immediately.

. Unless other dangers make maneuvering power necessary,
immediately shut down the engines if the automatic system has
not already done so.

. Shut down all electrical power except for the bilge pumps,
navigation lights (if after dark), and the emergency radio.

. Extinguish all open flames, smoking material, etc.

. Do not open the engine room hatches for at least 15 milutes.
Then carefully check to be sure that the fire is totally out. Verify
by feeting around the hatches and bulkheads to ensure these
surfaces are cool before opening the hatches.

. Stand by with portable fird extiriguisheis in case thi fre spreads
past the engine room.

o

o
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6.3.3 lnspection and Restarting Boat Systems

/ \w e n Nrruc

The combustion by-products of FE-241 are toxic. Wait for blower
and natural ventilation to completely change engine room air before

entering.

After determining the fire is out:

. Silence the Fire Monitor(Overheat Detection) System by
momentarily depressing the silence switch on the flybridge
control console or on the salon 24Vdc panel. The light will
remain lit until the'heat detector(s) reset themselves. _

O

a

Use the FE-241 FIRE SYSTEM "Manual Ovbrridel' switch to
allow switching on the blowers. a.c. generaror and .main"eng ines I

. Ventilate the engine room to remove any burned FE-241 , which
is toxic:

Have the proper type of United States Coast Guard-approved
hand-held fire extinguisher ready when you cautiously open the
hatches:

. Carefully examine the engine room for damage and determine
the cause of the fire;

. Make the necessary emergency repairs;

. Sun your engines;

. Tum on only those electrical circuits necessary to safely
maneuver your vessel.

Return to port;

Have the fxed fire extinguisher system and any hand-held fire
extinguishen that were used, checked and serviced as soon as

poss ible.

P age 31 Berfam Yacht lnc. FIRE 36
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a 6.3.4 Fixed Fire Ext. Maintenance

/ \we n Ntr,ra

Never attempt to disassemble any part or portion of your fxed fire
extinguisher system. This system contains liquefied gas at high

pressure and serious injury could result.

Read the fire extinguisher system manual supplied with the system for
accurate information concerning maintenance.

6.3.5 Using the Portable Fire Extinguishers

/ \w e n Nrruc

Do not rxe water based extinguishing agents on electrical fires due to
the potential danger of electric shock to the fire fighter and the

possibility of short circuiting the electrical circufu and causing more '
fires.

1
=

-

For fires other than engine room (companment) fires, Bertram supplies
mounted, type B 1, dry chemical, pomble (hand held), fre extinguishers,
U.S.C.G. approved Type BC-1.

NOTE:
If you hod the trigger on a hand-heldfire extinguisher, it will be empty in

8 to 20 seconds, and some fires can reignite. Use only the amount of
chemical necessary to suppress the fire4on't waste the resource you

may need soon,

a
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6.3.6 Portable Fire Ext. Maintenance
The ponable (hand held) fire extinguishers should be examined monthrv for
at least the following:

. That they are properly secured in their iorended mounts;

. that they have not suffered rust, corrosion, or mech3nical
damage;

. that they are fully charged. Extinguishers that have pressure
gauges or indicators should show that the pressure is within the
prescribed limis; for fire extinguishen without pressure gauges
or indicatbrs, for those that use Halon, and for the Ce pon"6t.
fire extinguishers, the proper procedure is that each fire
extinguisher be periodically weighed and the exact weight be
nored on the tag artached to the extinguisher);

. that the tamper proof seal proves that the extinguisher has not
been operated; and,

. that the nozzle orifice is unobstructed and the'extinguisher hose
is in good condition.

Portable Fire Extinguisher Service. Have a firm specializing in fire extin_
guisher maintenance make an annual full check on all portable fire extin-
guishers as per the maintenance instructions on the exting;isher,i nameplate.
This firm should attach a tag ro the exringuisher showing the date oieach
mainEnance check.

After Using a Fire Extinguisher. After any use, portable fire extinguishers
must be recharged by a qualified fire extinguishing service faciliry or the
extinguisher should replaced with a comparable unit.

6.3.7 Classes of Fires.
For the purposes of selecting rhe correct fire fighting tool, fires are divided
into the following three classes:

Class "A" Fires. Class ,,A" fres are fueled by paper, wood, fabric, rubbgr,
and some plastics. Water is rhe besr means of eitinguishing a Class ,,A,, fire
and should be used as soon as possible. Drench th. fir., op.n the material
to expose all burnipg embers and redrench, or throw the smoldering material
overboard. 

'

o

o

Class 'ts " Fires. Class 'ts " fires are fueled by flammable liquids (i.e.,
gas_oline, oils, paint, and coJking fats). Carbon li"-ia., J.y chemical, and
Halon fire extinguishers are suitable against Class .ts" fires. A firefighter
should aim his extinguisher ar the base ;f rhe fire, not ar rhe smoke, work.ing
in a horizontal sweeping modon from the front to the back of the fire.
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Class "C " Fires. Class "C " fires are caused by energized electrical equipment.
Carbon dioxide, dry chergical, and Halon fire extinguishers will extinguish
Class "C" fires. Class "C" fires should NEVER, repeat NEIT,R be fought
with water which corJld causd shon circuits and more fires and/or endanger
the life of the fire fightet by electrocution.

Galley grease fires may be fought with the dry chemicdl exringuishers, by
smothering the fire (covering with a por tid), or with baking soda; but
NEVER, repear NE\IER with water which sptatters hot grease, possibly
spreading the fire and causing injuries

6.4 ttre Fire Fi htin Plan

o

o

=

After an active fire prevention prog'ram, a well thougtrt out and well rehearsed
vessel fire fighting plan is probably the next single nrost important step
toward organizing the fire fighting effors of the vessel opefutor, rhe crew
memben, and guests. Such organization can titerally.be vital since studies
of fires at sea show that a quick reaction time is'absolutely essential to
extinguishing a shipboard fire. Therefore. the vessel operator as wellas other
designated persons on board.should be thoroughly familiar with:

. The location of the controls for and the operation of the fixed
fire extinguishing system.

. the location of tle switches to shut down:

. the engines,

. the optional a.c. lenerator,

. 'the d.c. power supply,

. the forced arr ventilation blower system; and,

. the location of, and in$ructions on the operation of, every hand
held portable frre extinguisher on board as weil as what type of
fire(s) it should or should not be used on.

a
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6.5 Fire Or Emergenc y Evacuadon Plan

One problem that can and should be prepared for is an uncontrotlable fire or
other emerlency at sea requiring rhat all hands leave your vessel. As an
imponant part of your fire emergency preparedness plan, the operator, along
with the crew and regular guess should develop and practice an emergenty
evacuation plan (Abandon Ship Drill). As a minimum, this plan should
include:

. The location of the PFDs (life vess) and how to don them;

. . the location and operation of any other emergency flotation
equipment such as a life raft;

. the speedy operation of the forward hatch;

How o quickly summon help by:

. Using the hailing/emergency channel for the on board VHF (in
.inland or coastal waters) or ttre single side band radio (past. the
.continental limits);

. when and how to use flares and/or (aylight visual distress
signals;

. the use of the orange and black disress flag; and,

. the Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacon (EPIRB).

-

o

:

o

o
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O 7. Ens ine Control Stations & Maneuvering

l-7.1 General

This chapter covers a basic over-all and functional description bf your

Bertram's engine controls and their operation.

7.2 Contol Stations

7.2.1 General
Your Bertram's underway maneuvering controls and, with a few exceptions,

all df your Bertram's functions are managed from the helm st4rion. Thg

followirrg. exceptions are managed from the cabin, the cockpit,'. -dnd the

stateroom. . I
f

some of the main electrical distribution functions:

the entertainment center functions;

the galley appliances;

the a/c climate control functions; and,

manual discharge of the fixed fire extinguishing system.

7.2.2 Navigation and Engine Control Station
This is your vessel's main navigation and engine control station.

The main navigation and engine control console is equipped.with tlge
'followirig:

3 the engine, transmission, and steering controls;

; . the engine and accessory switches;

. lhe mbnitor system iniicators; and,

. the optional features you have ordered.

o

o
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7.3 Speed And Maneuvering Controls

7.3.1 Genera!
. Located on the helm station are all of the controls necessary to opdrate yoirr

Benram's engines and maneuvering functions. These controls inc'lude:

. the twin throttles;

. the twin FORWARDNEUTRAL/REVERSE transmission

controls

. the steering system;and,

the Eim tab system controls.

See "Systems & Accessories" chapter for steering and trim tab systems

operatio!.

7.3.2 Throttle Controls

/ \c a urroN

To avoid transmission damage while maneuvering, do not shift until
engine speeds have dropped to idle.

The main engine throttle controls for your Bertram are twin levers, starboard

of the helm. Each lever controls one engine's speed and connects directly to

the engine by a push-pull cable. Push the levers forward to increase engine

speed and pull back to reduce speed. The farthest aft position is the 'TDLE"
position.

7.3.3 Forward/NeutraliReverse Transmission Contro!
The twin clutch control levers, port of the helm, have a detent to let you "feel"
the 'NEUTRAL" position. Pushing a lever forward of neutral puts that

transmission(s) in forward. Conversely, pulling a lever back past neutral puts

that transmission in reverse.

It is vital that you always throttle back your engines, let them slow to an idle

and pause with the transmissions in neutral before shifting gears o the

opposite direction. The pause les the propetler shaft slow down or stop. This

reduces transmission wear and tear and facilitates shifting.

For maximum maneuverabiliry, besides twin rudden, your twin+ngine
Bertram has a right and a left handed propeller. The propellers contra rotate

(rotate in opposite directions) to balance engine torque and give your B ertram

excellent maneuverability at low speeds.

o
.:

:

I

o

o
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O 7.4 BoatSpeed

Your Benram's deep "V" hull cushions pounding by slicing through thg

waves rather than slapping against them. However, even a Bertram will
eventually encounter extreme conditions that a sensible seaman must not

ignore. Your speed should be reduced as required by adverse sea conditions

in the interest of your comfort, and to reduce any needless strain on the

engines and boat structure.

o

7.5.1 SlowSpeed Maneuvering

Her twin countra-rotating propellers and twin rudders make your Benram a
pleasure to maneuver even at idle speed. For example, to urn your Bertram

in her own length in a confined area, set one engine in forward. and the,other

in reverse with the n:dders amidships, and the throttles at or near idle. This
turir.can be made in either direction. The pon engine in forwar-d lnd the

starboard in reverse spins you clockwise. The starboard engine forwdrd and

the port in reverse spins you counter-clockwise. If desired, you can speed

up this turn by applying rudder and/or throttle in the direction of the spin.

Docking parallel to a dock or pier is a good place to use your Bertram's
slow-speed maneuverability. Approach the dock at minimum maneuvering

speed, at a 30o angle; and, if possibte, against either the tide flow or wind,
whichever is greater. When the bow is about five tbet from the dock, put the

dockside engine in neural and the other engine in reverse. This reduces your

forward movement and will bring your stern smoothly alongside the dock
without a jolt. With some practice, this type of docking can usually be

accomplished with the minimum of fuss and noise, by using the clutches

alone, without steering or using the throtde.

At some time, it may become necessary to operate your Benram with a single

engine. Before this happens, Bertram suggests that it would be prudent to

practice with firct one engine and then the other to see how your vessel

handles. You witl see that your vessel mustbe moving fairly fast after a dead

stop before the rudden will 'bite" the water sufficiently to make the deiired '

course correction. You will also notice ttrat with only one engine operating'

steering while in reverse is very poor.

o
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a7.5.2 Cruising Speed Maneuvering
Your Benram's rudders are stem mounted. This is important because when
you turn the helm to make a course change, the stern changes direction fint.
This is because your rudders are in fact "lifting" surfaces similar to an
aircraft's wing. At speed, when you put the rudders over, the lifting force
generated as the water passes over the "front" and 'back" surfaces of each
rudder at different speeds pushes your stern out and away from the dire'ction
that you are turning. For instance, when you are getting underway from a
dock or pier and you were starboard side to, if you were to put the helm 'hard
over" to port in an effon to move your bow away from ttre dock, when you
then applied power equally to both engines, yourrudder position would push
your stern into the dock instead.

Maneuvering at speeds above idle is almost a.lways done with the rudders
only and should not normally involve reversing either transmission. You
should be aware that there is a practical limit to how far over you can put a
rudder after which it becomes just a drag on your vessel, this is why your
Bertram is limited to a "hard over" angle of approximately 35o from
amidships.

Once your rudders bite, your vessel pivots around a point forward of
amidships. The pivot point moves widr changing speeds'and hull artitudes.
Her bow pivots around a circle that is smaller than that of her stern with her
bow initially just inside the intended tuming track and her sternjust outside.

At any speed above idle, she will settle smoothly into a turn due to the forces
of the water on your deep 'V" hull. As long as your helm is over, the lifting
force of the rudders exists, and she will continue to tum. When you retum
the rudders to amidships, her turn will slow and her track through the water
will straighten out. With a vessel of this size, panicularly at slower speeds,

steering slightly to the opposite direction ("meeting her') can be helpful in
settling her in on her new course.

o
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a 8. Pro ulsion S stem.

8.1 General

.

=.

:'

/ \w en Nrruo

Coming into contact with moving machinery can result in serious
tqiury.

/ \ce urtor.t

Loud noises can damage your hearing. To prevent possible hearing
loss, before you enter the engine compartment while an engine or

generator is running, Bertram strongly recommends that you put on
hearing protection (ear mulfs or ear plugs) with an OSIIA Noise

Reduction Ratio of at least 20 dB.

Despite the high quality materials in your engrnes and propulsion system,
plus the proven ruggedness of their design; ultimately, the propulsion system
performance and life expectancy very much depends on the care that it is

given. Therefore, Bertram suggests that you follow the instructions in the

eng ine/transmiss ion manufacturer's operators manual as to :

. selection of fuel and lubricans;

. scheduled preventative maintenance; and,

. watching the performance instruments carefully.

o

o
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NOTE: IT IS IMPORTANT that you:

Check the engine lubricating oiL level and the coolant level before jou
start the engines;

check the transmission lubricaing oil leveL; and ,

that you monitor the propulsion sysumperformance gauges especially the

first several minutes afier engine start up.

/ \c e urtor.t

To avoid possible serious engine damage, do not attempt to start or
operate your engines until you have read and understood the engine

manufacturer's Operators manual.

The engine serial and model numbers are stamped on the engine. The engine
lubricating oil fitls and dip sticks are on the inboard side of each engine.

All the information you need to operate and to perform routine maintenance

on your Diesel engines (including technical data) is contained within the

engine manufacturer's Operator's Manual. This manual is supptied as a part

of this vessel's documentation package and'the sections having to do with
the engine operating instructions, lubrication requirements, and preventative

maintenance should be carefuly read before you try to start or operate your
Diesel engines or your optional Diesel a.6. generator.

o

o

o
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8.4.1 Preparing To Start the Main Diesel Engines

/ \c l urror.r

Before starting the engines, ensure that the clutch controls are set in
the neutral position to prevent accidental boat moyement.

NOTE:
l) The neutral switch mounted on the gear, at the shift lever, will prevent

the engine from cranking if staning is attempted while in gear.

2) If an engine faib to stan wilhin 7 seconds; release the 'START "
switch, wait 2 to 3 minutes, and try again. Ercessive cranking results in

unnecessary starter wear and battery drain.
3) The Firebov fire evinguisher system must be energized, or the witch
moved to the "override" position. Otherwise, the engines will not stan.

8.5 Diesel Engine Starting Procedure

NOTES:
At this time it is most important to be sure that the engine cooling seawa-

ter intake seacocl<s are fulty open and the engine cooltng seawater
strainers are not clogged.

Set both Main Battery Disconnec{ Switches to "ON". These two battery
connect/disconnect switches feed battery power to the Main Supply & DC
Distribution Panels.

. Set the port and starboard ENCINE circuit breaker switches to
"oN".

. Set the clutch controls ia the 'NEUTRAL" position.

. Advance the throttle leven to slightly forward of idle.

. On the system control switch panels, set the ignition

" ON/STOP"switch into the "ON" position.

-a:

-

'a

o

o
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o Engine hour meters are provided for each engine and generator to aid you in
scheduling maintenance at the proper interval of time. These meters accu-
mulate engine running time; not time based on engine R.P.lvI..

8.4 Diesel Engine Operation
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NOTE:
The engine monitor horn should sound and the [!UBE] OIL PRES alarm

light should illuninate If the GEAR OIL TEMP , EXIUUST TEMP,

and/or COATANT TEMP monitor lights are now illuminated (with the
engine still cold) this indicates a problem.in the alarm circuits. lt is im-

portant to find anil correct this problem before starting the engine.

. Set and hold the "BATTERY PARALLEL" switch in
'"ARALLEL". @enram recommends that you use the
'?ARALLEL" mode when you start an engine). Release the

swirch when the engine starts.

. -Set either " START" toggle switch into the " START"
position, and hold for seven (7) seconds or less, if engine starts.

Release the 'START" switch. lThe engine monitor horn should
stop and all engine alarm lights should now be extinguished).

,$

o

a

Repeat the steps for.the other engine.

/ \caurroru

A few seconds after each engine is runnirg, visually check the stream of
water from its transom exhaust outlet. This stream of mixed water and

exhaust gases indicates the seawater cooling system is operating. If the

stream is not there, shut that engine down immediately to avoid engine

damage, and do not restart it until you determine why no water is flowing.

At this rime it is'important to u" !r?{!olr ror rngine perfonnance gauges

are reading correctly

See the engine manual for engine operation at'oo [oad for extended periods

Page z}:} Berram Yacht lnc. PROPUL 36
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8.5.1 After the Diesel Engine Starts

To avoid severe engine damage, once each engines is started, check
for adequate water flow from the exhau5t outlet. If flow is not-

detected. immediately shui air*n that engine.

of time.
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8.5.2 Stopping the Main Diesel Engines

The Diesel engine is stopped by the tbllowing method.

. lvlove the ignition " ON/STOP" switch to the " STOP"
position.

Repeat step for the other engine.

8.6 Gasoline Eng ine Operation

/ \cnurro N

To avoid possible serious engine operation, do not attempt to start or .

operate your engiles until you have read and undentood the
manufacturer's Operator's Manual. : . 

'

All the information you need to operate and to perform routile maintenance
on your gasoline engines (including technical data) is contained within the
engine manufacturer's Operator's Manua.l. This manual is supplied as a part
of this vessel's documentation package and the sections having to do with
the engine operating instructions, lubrication requirements, and preventative
maintenance should be carefully read before you try to stan or operate your
gasoline engines or your optional gasoline a.c. generator.

o

o

8.6.1 Gasoline Engine Starting Procedure

/ \wlnNrr.re
- Before starting your engines:

l) be sure that you have run your engine room blowers for a
minimum of four minutes to remove explosive gasoline fumes from

2) check the bilges for visible fuel leaks and the smell of gasoline;'-
3) be sure the clutch controls are in the neutral position to prevent

accidental boat movement.

o
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Notes:
If the engine faib to stan within l0 seconds, release the START switch,

wait 2 to 3 minutei, and try again.
Ercessive cranking results in unnecessary staner wear and banery drain.

At this time it is most tmportant to be sure that the engine cooling seatta-
ter intake seacock are fulty open and the engine cooling seowater

strainers are not clogged.

The Fireboy fire evinguisher system must be energized, or the switch
moved to the "override" position. Otherwise, the engines will not stan.

Set both Mein Battery Disconnect Switches to "ON". These two battery
connect/disconnect switches feed battery power to the Main Supply & DC
Distribution Panels.

. Set the pon and starboard ENGINE circuit breaker switches to
"oN".

Set the clurch controls in the 'NEUTRAL " position.

o

o
. Advance the throttle levers to slightly foruard of idle

On the system control switch panels, set the ignition "ON/STOP"switch to
the "ON" position.

NOTE:
If the EXHAUSTTEMP, LWE OIL PRESSURE and/or COOD4NT

TEMP monitor lights are now illuminaed (with the engine still cold) this
indicates a problem in the alarm circuits. It is imponant to find and cor-

recl this problem before starting the engine.

. Set and hold the 'tsATTERY PARALLEL" switch in
'?ARALLEL". @ertram recommends that you use the
'?ARALLEL" mode when you start an engine). Release the
switch when the engrne starts.
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Set the " START" toggle switch into the " START" position,

and hold for seven (7) seconds or less, if engine starts.

Release the "START" switch. (The engine monitor horn should

stop and all engine alarm lights should now be extinguished).

Repeat the steps for the other engtne.

8.6.2 After the Engine Starts

/ \c e urtoru

To avoid severe engine damage, once each engines is started' check

for adequate water flow from the exhaust outlet. If llow is not
detected, immediately shut down that engine.

A few seconds after each engine is running. visually check the stream of
water from its ransom exhaust outlet. This stream of mixed water and

exhaust gases indicates the seawater cooling system is operating. If the

stream is not there, shut that engine down immediately to avoid engi,ne

damage, and do not restart it until you determine why no water is flowing.

NOTES.,

At this ime it is imponant to be sure that the engine performance gauges

are reading correcllY.
You should leave the engine room bilge blowers running duing

bw-sPeed oPeraion.

8.6.3 Stopping the Main Gasoline Engines

The gasoline engine is stopped by:

. Move the ignition "ONETOP" switch for either the pon or
starboard engine to the 'STOP" position.

Repeat step for the other engine.

PROPUL 36 Bertam Yacht lnc. Page 46
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8.7 Gasoline Fueling lnstructions

/ \wanNtruc

Gasoline is always estremely flammable. Gasoline fumes are heavier
than air and highly explosive under some conditions.

When fueling with gasoline or working on the fuel system, always follow
these instructions:

BEFORE F[.IEL[\IG

. 1) Shut off all potentially spark+ausing equipment such as

engines, generator, stove, electronic gear, and the a.c. system;

. 2) extirguish all smoking materials;

. 3) turn off the engine room blowers;

. 4) close all hatches, doors, windows, and closeable vents;

. 5) do not allow open flames in the area when fuel fittings are
open, and do not spill any fuel into fie bilge when opening the
fuel filter or any fuel htting;

. 6) drain off any static electric charges that may have built up in
the fuel fining hose. Do this by making sure the nozzle is

touching the deck fill plate before and during any fuel pumping.

AFTER ruELING

/ \wnnNrrue

A-fter fueling your vessel, always run the engne/generator room bilge
blowers for a minimrrm Of fOur minutes to exhauSt combustible firmes

which may have acc .mulated.

. l) Open all hatches, doon, windows, and vens;

. 2) check the bilges for vilible fuel leals and for the smell of
gasoline;

. 3) operate the engine room bilge blowers for at least four
minutes, and leave the blowers running until the engines are
started.

O

o
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8.8 Federal Safe Re ulations for Gasoline Powered Vessels

/ \wenuruo

For your safety, when maintenance, repairs or modifications are
made in the ignition protected areas ofyour vessel, you must be sure

that the ignition protection integrity of your vessel is maintained.

One of the most important and positive changes made in rhe pleasurc boating
industry has been the adoption of safety-related standards to help prevent
fires and explosions on gasoline-powered vessels.

Benram Yachr has cenified that, when it was manufactured and delivered
from the factory to your dealer, your vessel met or exceeded applicabte
standards included in the Federal Boating Safery Act of 1971, (Title 33, Sub
chapter S, Pan 183, Subparu I (electrical Systems), J @uel Systems), and K
(Ventilation).

8.8.1 lgnition Protection

Specific areas of your gasoline-powered vessel are designated as requiring
ignition protected devices. Elecfica.l components installed in these areas of
gasoline-powercd vessels must be ignition protected, and installations of all
equipment in these areas must meet federal standards and regulations.

Ignition Protected Device. An electrical component, underdesign operating
conditions, will not ignite gasoline vapors. The U.S. Coast Guard accepts as
ignition protected, those devices that meet standards ilcluding SAE J1171
and UL 1500.

o
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8.8.2 Maintenance, Repairs, and Modifications

For your own safety, you must maintain the ignition protection integrity of
your vessel.

Componenb. When installing, repairing or replacing electrical components

such as starters, switches, etc., in the ignition protected area, you must be

sure they are ignition protected, whether you install them yourself or have

the work done for you.

Ignition protection will be indicated either on the components or on the

documentation accompanying them. We recommend that you buy compo-

nents only from the original equipment manufacturer, and even then be sure

to check for ignition protection documentation.

If components are repaired, be sure they are certifted by the repairerto meet

ignition protection standards.

Installation. You must also be sure the entire installation, as well as any

modification made in these designated areas, maintains the ignition protec-

tion integrity ofyour vesseI in accordance with federal standards, particularly
as they pertain to electrical systems, ventilation systems and fuel systems.

Specify to the installer that all electrical components must be ignitiotr
protected.

You may wish to get written certification from the installer that components,
component installation and any modifications to your vessel are in accord-

ance with federal standards.

, NOTE:
C e rtification thd non-factory-installed components, thetr installation, and
any modification mea applicable federal standards is the responsibility of
the irstaller, not Bertam Yacht, the U.S. Coast Guard, or atry agenq of

the fede ra I gov e rnme nt.

o

o
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o 8.9 Fuel System

8.9.1 General

Your fuel system consists of:

. one fuel tank;

. fuel lines;

o manual shutoff valves; and,

. fuel filten

o

8.9.2 Fuel Filtering

The fuel travels from each selector valve to a combination fuel filter and

fuel/water separator. A filter service valve is located on the fuel line at each

engine so you can replace the fuel filter without having the fuel lines drain

or leak fuel into the bilge.

NOTE:
If fuel does get into the bilge, it is a violaion to pump it overboard in U.S.

territoial waters -

Each Diesel fuel separator assembly has a drain plug at the bottom to allow
removal of collected water. You should visually inspect these separators

regularly, depending on climatic conditions, and remove the water when
required. See Technical Data Shees in the front of this manual for filter
specifications.

NOTE: Gasoline fuel filters do not have drains on the bottom of the bow[.

8.9.3 Fuel Fill Port

Your Bertram has a fuel fill port on the stbd side. The port is a flush-mounted
deck plate with a captive, screw-on cover.

o
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8.9.4 Fuel Gallonage & Gauge

The fuel in the tank, as indicated by the fuel gauge cannot register accurately
as gallonage. The fuel gauge IiqLlid level indication only shows-the approxi-
mate amount of usable tuel remaining in the tairk. Keep this in mind when
planning tbr or during long trips to avoid running too low on fuel and to
reduce.the chance of running out offuet at sea. The Technical DaB Sheet,

showS the approximate relationshif between the fuel gauge reading and fie
acrual fuel remaining.

o

o

8.9.5 Fuel Qual,ity

/ \wanrurNe'

Never add commercially marketed diesohol or gasohol to diesel fuEl.
Mixing these blends with diesel.fuel creates both an explosion and a

fire hazard.

. 1) Never use galvaniied steel littings in any Diesel fuel system. Diesel
oil reacts chemically with the zinc coating to form a porider that clogs

Elters and damages engines.

2) Do not store fuel for long periods in your vessel's fueI tsDks.
Stored fuel will spoil and spoiled fuel can damage your engines.

3) When using the boat outside the US.A., the fuel guality may
severely damage the elgine fuel delivery system and the e4gine

' exhaust system.

Oniy rise the rypes of clean, hif!-quality fudl that are specified in your engine
manual. The fuel must be clean and free from contrmiDation. ThE fuel tank

' and stored fuel must be inspected.regularly for dirt, water, bacteria, ard/o-r
water-emulsion sludge.

\ceurrbru'ZI
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o 8.9.6 Spoiled Fuel

Fuel kept in your vessel's tanks for long periods deteriorates and spoiled fuel
can damage yourengines. Benram recommends that, whenever possible, you
retlll your fuel tank at the end ofeach days running to prevent condensation

from contaminating the fuel.

To keep dust and grit out ofyour Diesel engines, they are each equipped with
ainep on the air intake silencer attached to the hput end ofeach turbocharger.
The air irlter element in the silencer is replaceable.

8.1O.1 Airsep Filters

Walker Engineering Airsep Air Filter and Vacuum Limiter Fitter cleaning
and service instructions.

o
NOTE:

For best results and to avoid damage to your Airsep Air Filter and Vac-

uum Limiter Filter Assembty, rce ozf rle Walker Cleaning and Re-oiling
Kit. The kit moy be purchased fiom Walker Engineeing by cailin7 (818)

782-215 4. Failure to clean the Airsep Filter and Vacuum Limiter will af-

fect the operation of the Airsep and nray cause danwge to the engine.

Pre-cleening

Remove the air filter element from the airsep. Tap the filter element to
dislodge any large embedded pafiicles or dirt. Then gently brush the filter
element with a soft bristle brush.

NOTE:
If complete cleaning at this time is impradical, you may re-oil and rein-

stall the air filter element.

;

I

j
&
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Spray on Cleaner

Spray rhe Walker Cleaning Solution on to the filter element and let it soak
for twenty minutes.

NOTE:
Never use the following methods or liquids for cleaning the fiLter element

or the rtbers will be destroyed,

. No gasoline cleaning.

. No steam cleaning.

. No caustic cleaning solutions.

. . No strong detergents.

. No high pressure water or air.

. No paru cleaning solvents.

. No Diesel fuel.

Rirse Off

Rinse off the filter element with low pressure water. Tap water is OK. Always
flush from the clean side to the diny side. This will remove the panicles and
din and not drive it into the filter.

Drying the Filter

Always dry the filter element naturally. After rinsing, shake off all excess

water and let the filter element air dry naturally.

. Do not use compressed air.

. Do not use open flame.

. Do not use heat dryen.

Excess heat will shrilk the conon filter elementand compressed air will blow
holes in the filter element.

Ps-siling the Filter Element

NOTE:
Afier cleaning, atways re-oil the filter element with Watker Air-Fitter Otl

before using.

a

O

o
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The effectiveness ofthe air filter is greatly reduced if it is used without oiling.
Squeeze the oil out of the bottle and down into the bottom ofeach pleat-only

one pass per pleat. Let the oil wick into the t-rlter element tbr rwentv minutes-

Re-oil any white spots that are still showing.

NOTE.,

[Jse only Watker Air FiLter Oil. An1- other oil will damage the filter ele'
ment.

Never use any of the following lubricants to re-oil the filter element;

. Automatic transmission fluid.

. Moror oil.

. Diesel fuel.

. WD-40 or other light weight oil.

Nlaintenance Schedule

The Walker Airsep Air Filter Element may be c leanedlucli.ooElw ith in one

year or five hundred hours, whichever occurs fint. The air filter element

should be replaced after these periods due to the corrosive nature of a
saltwater environment. The Vacuurn Limiter must be cleaned every 250

hours, as described below. Inaddition to the forgoing, the Filter Element and
Vacuum Limiter must be cleaned at any time the resEiction gauge on the

Airsep turns red.

Cleaning the Vacuum Limiter

The Vacuum Limiter must be cleaned aftertyeE250-bqui of operation. In
addition, it is advisable to clean the Vacuum Limiter each time the Airsep
filter element is cleaned. To clean the Vacuum Limiter, remove the entire
unit and do not attempt to remove the filter. Immerse the entire unit in the

Walker Cleaning Solution and allow it to soak for approximately 20 minutes.

The Vacuum Limiter is made of non+onosive materia.l and will not be

harmed. Flush out the Vacuum Limiter with tap water and follow the cleaning
and re-oiling insructions for the Ainep frlters described above.

For further inforn:ation contact:
Walker Engineering Enterprises
7405 Havenhunt Place,

Van Nuys, Ca. 91406

o

o

o
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8.11 Eng ine Lubrication System

As with any internal combustion engine, proper lubrication is critical to
engine life and performance. A full-flow oil filter is mounted on each eng ine

and all the engine lubricating oil goes through this filter which removes the

larger foreign particles without restricting the oil flow. As the oil circulates,

all of it is eventually filtered by the full-flow filter. This filter element should

be replaced each time the oil is changed. See the Engine Manual for further
instructions and maintenance.

8.12.1 General

Your Benram's bngines are fresh water cooled. This means that the cooling
seawater is taken in through the hull via the sloned srainers, is drawn through
the seacocks and the seawater strainers to the pump. The cooling seawater
then is pumped through the heat exchanger and from there into the engine
exhaust outlet (riser), where it is mixed with the exhaust gases ald cools
them. To keep the seawater from getting back into the exhaust manifold, the
cooling seawater is injected into the exhaust flow at a point several hches
below the highest point of the riser and the mixture is expelled over board

after passing through the exhaust silencers (mufflers).

The engine blocks, the cylinder heads, the exhaust manifolds, and the

turbochargers are cooled with a sealed and pressurized mixture offresh water

and a suitable corrosion inhibitor. This coolant mixture is in turn cooled by
passing it through the seawater cooled heat exchanger.

NOTE:
See the manufacturer's engine manual for suggested conosion ithibiars.

a

o
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a 8.12.2 Diesel Fresh Water and Anti-freeze Mixture

/ \c n urro ru

-:

To prevent engine damage caused by silicate dropout from an

automotive grade antifreeze, use only antifreeze that meets the

requirements of the engine manufacurer, See the manufacturer's
engine manual.

o

In waters above 70oF., do not use antifreeze in the coolant mixture unless

specified by the engine manufacturer. Antifreeze does not raasfer heat

througn the heat exchanger as efficiently as a mixture of fresh water and

NALCOOL 2000 (one (1) pint of NALCOOL 2000 to four (4) gallons of
water). The use ofantifreeze in your coolant presents ano therproblem. Over

the years, as the use of aluminum parts increased in auomobile engine

cooling systems, the antifreeze manufacturers changed their products to

. inctude increased amounts of silicates to protect these aluminum components

from conosion. Today, most auomobile antifreezes have three to eight times

as much silicate as they did several yean ago. This includes atrtifreezes to

be used in heavydury Diesel coolaots.

o
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your engine coolant provides the medium for heat transfer to control the

engine internal temperature during operation. In an engine having the proper

coolant flow, the combustion heat moves through the cylinder walls and the

cylinder head into the coolant. Without adequate coolant, 
- 

normal heag.

transfer cannot occur within the engine and its temperature will rise rapidly'

The coolant solution in your engines must provide the following functions:

I

. Adequate heat transfer;

. a corrosion-resistant situation in the cooling system;

. prevent the formation of sludge or scale il the system;

. be compatible with the system's hoses and seals; and,

. adequate freeze protection during cold weather operation and

boil-over protection during hot weather.
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Ifa high silicate Diesel antifreeze is over concentrated by evaporation and/or
unnecessarily large amouns of corrosion inhibitor supplemens are used,
excess silicate 'drops out" of the coolant and a silica gel builds up in the

cooling system's cool,low-flow zones, especially the oil coolercore, the heat

exchanger, and the aftercooler. This build up of silica gel restricts coolant

flow and causes engine overheating which can result in serious engine

damage. In ir wet srate, the silica ge[ looks like the antifreeze. When dried,

the silicate appean,rs a white powdery deposit. The gel is non-abrasive,

however, it can pick up panicles in the coolant and become a gritty, abrasive

deposit that can cause excessive wear in the water pump seals.

NOTE:
See the engine manual for the htest informatton on the above subiect.

8.12.3 Seawater lnlet System

The Engine and Generator Cooling, Intake and Exhaust, the water inlet

system consists of:

. the below rhe waterline intake ports;

. the sea-cocks;and,

. the seawater strainers.

Each main engine and the generator has a seawater heat exchanger system.

First, the incoming seawater cools the heat exchanger. On the engine side

of the heat exchangen is the fresh water engine coolant mixture. Once

through the heat exchanger, the seawater is piped directly to the engine
exhaust risers mixing section (on Diesels these are called the mixing elbows).

NOTE:

To avoid engine and/or a.c. generator overheaing, it is most imponanl
that the s eacocl<s be complaety open and that the seawater strainers be

kept clean .

8.13 Diesel Wet Exhaust System

The Bertram exhaust system is either dry with a wet tail section, or com-
pletely water jacketed.

o

I,

o
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In rhe dry with a wet tail section system, water is injected in the tail section,
righr betore the hose connection reducing the surface and exhaust gas

remperatures. In the completely water jacketed system, water is introduced
righr atter rhe flange keeping the entire riser at relatively low temperarure.
Wherher your vessel is equipped with a dry or a wet system, the flange is

always dry (not cooled by seawater) and protected by a thermal blanket. The
dry flange operates at exhaust gas temperature, and the blanket must be kept
in place at a.ll times during engine operation.

/ \c n urtoru

8.14 Marine Gears

8.14.1 General
Each heavy-duty marine hydraulic transmission attached to your engines

consists of forward and reverse gears and clutches. The ransmissions are

controlled by the position of the twin transmission control leven mounted
' on the main control station console,

8.14.2 Operation
Operational information and maintenance procedures are in the manufac-

turer's manual. Shifting to forward or reverse is explained elsewhere in this

manual.

8.15.1 General
Benram's Engineers calculaed a specific combination of propeller diameter
and p itch to give your vesseI the maximum efitciency based on engine power
(at its rated RPIvI) hull design, vessel weight, and fina.lly extensive testitlg
for proper size. Therefore, any changes in size or pitch could reduce engine

performance aqd/or propulsion system life by placing undue stress on the

running gear components. [fpropeller replacement is necessary,it is vital to
use the original sizediemeter, and pitch.

o

o

a
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The blanket must be kept in place at all times during ergine
operation to prevent serious skin burns or combustible material from

coming into contact with the hot surface and causing a Ere.

8.15 Propellers
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8.15.2 Changing Propellers
If in the furure, for any reason (such as adding a frrshing tower or a similar
modification. or if there is a significant change in your vessel's primary use)

you feel that a different size or style ofpropeller could improve your vessel's

performance, please send Berram's Service Depanment a complete written

repon on your boat's past performance, including measured speeds vs. RPMs

reiorded with an accurate handheld tachometer. The Service Department will
then check with Benram's Design and Test Engineers to see if a change in
propellers is indicated.

8.16 Propeller Shafts

Information as to diameter, length, and'material of the propeller shafts is

shown on the "Technical Data" pages at the front of the manual.

8.16.1 Propeller Shaft Alignment
Two separate propeller shaft alignment procedures were performed by

Berram to ensure that your vessel's propuls ion system was aligned conecdy

at the factory. These same procedures are necessary any time that an engine

has been moved or the shaft line changes due to underwater gear repain.

AJ6.2 Parallel or Bore Misalignment
The first procedure is the parallel or bore alignment. In this case, a misalign-

ment occurs when the centerline of the ransmissions and the centerline of
the mating Propeller shafu ARE parallel but ARE NOT coarial. The allowed

misalignment shall be less than 0.005 inches. Since the slip fit of the pilot

surfaces of these two shafs holds the shafts in alignment, it is most unlikely
that this alignment wi.ll change unless you replace an engine, move anengine,

or seriously damage the underwater gear. To do a parallel or bore alignment

procedure requires precision measuring equipment and a competent techni-

cian.

8.16.3 Angular or Face Misalignment
This misalignment occurs when the centerlines of the marine transmission

and the mating propeller shaft are NOT paraltel and therefore the matilg
faces of the marine transmission and the mating propeller shaft can NOT be

parallel. In the case of angular or face misalignment, the formula to determine

a.llowed amount of misalignment is 0.0005 inches per inch of the propeller

shaft companion flange outside diameter, measured at the mating surface of
the flanges.

o

O
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8.16.4 Allorrrable Angular or Face Misalignment

Beftram recommends that You:

Open ttre two couplings before haulout.

Using the formula given in the preceding Section and using as an example a

5.0 iich ouside diameter companion flange, the allowable amount of mis-

alignmenr is 0.0025 of an inch. The angular or face misalignment should be

chJcked periodically to ensure the proper alignment and therefore the opti-

.u, p.rfo*unce. The initial alignment check is considered a pan of the

predeiiuery preparation. After delivery, this alignment is an owner mainte-

nance resPonsibilitY.

To check the alignment after launching:

Let your vessel settle in the water for a day or two before

making the final alignment adjustmens.

Remove all of the bolts in the coupling flanges at the end of the

marine gear.

Slide the shaft aft until the flanges are about 1/4 ofan inch apart.

Press the flanges together by hand with a 0.0i0 ofan inch or

larger feeler gauge between them.

Place a feeler gauge between the flanges at 90o or less intervals

around the flange to assure equal clearance.

NOTE:
At this poirx gauge thichess is not vital. Wd is inportant is thd as you

bing the flange faces closer together that the dfurences between the op-

posite side gaps stay within the allowed tolerance. Youfind this difference

by subtraatng the thickness of the thinner leeler gauge lrom tha of the

thicker.

. With correct alignment, the 0.010 inch or larger feeler gauge

will be a tight fit all around the coupling edges.

a
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. Repeat the three previous steps, while gradually moving the two
flanges closer together until they touch using the formula as

previously discussed..

Engine alignment is best accomPlished by an experienced mechanic working

with the proper tools. Keep this in.mind before attempting to move a marine

engiae on its mountings.

8.17 Propeller lnstallation

Propeller insallation completes your vessel's propulsion system. With the

engine output converted to vessel movement at this point, mating the shaft

to the propeller must be done properly to provide manimum shaft and

propeller life. If you must replace either the propeller or the shaft, follow
these guidelines:

-

o

. lnspect the shaft keyway and the key for the proper radii (see

Skeah on Propeller Installation Sketch). The key must fit
snugly in its slot.

. Check the fit of the propeller on the shaft with the key.

c!.^.^t<(,€..'...o.

SXETCH NO A

NOTE i

ffi|! lltil1]il

Propeller Installation Sketches

o

a
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. If the key does not fit, caretulty file the propeller keyway using
gentle and even file strokes along the whole keyway.

. Place rhe propeller on the shatt (without the key) and seat the

propeller on the shaft taper by lapping into place. The fir should

be tight with no wobble and no space between the shaft and

forward and aft ends of the propeller hub.

. lvlark the location of the propeller on the shaft at forward end of
the hub with a sharp pencil as shown on Sketch 2.

. Remove the propeller.

. Insert the key into the shaft keyway.

. Reinstall the propeller.

. Ensure that the propeller is fully seated with the forward end of
the hub touchrng the pencil line.

. Use a feeler gauge to check for 0.006 and 0.010 inch clearance

between the top of the key and the bottom of the keyway in the

propeller hub.

. Remove the propeller.

. Coat fie bore with any non graphite, waterproof grease.

. Reinsall the propeller.

. Install the plain (full) nut.

. Torque the nut with a wrench to seat the propeller.

. Remove the full nut and i-nstall a jam @alt) nut.

. Tighten the jam nut slightly more than finger tight.

. Install full nut.

. Lock both nuts together by holding the jam nut while tightenirg
the full nut. The completed installation should match Skerch 2.

. Install a cotter pin and bend the legs.

The sequence and method of nut installation, as described above, is in
accordance with SA.E. Specifrcations #J-755.

O

o

o
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8.18 Propeller Shaft Replacement a

8 1

When using any type of hammer agairst metal, be sure to'wear safety

glasses and to take all other usual precautions against injury.

8.1 General
To replace a propeller shaft it is necessary that you removd the hexagon or

slotted nut that holds the coupling on to the engine end of the propeller shaft'

To do this you must frst loosen and remove &e bolts that fasten the coupling

to the transmission flange and push the shaft aft until you have room to work

AJ8.2 Co'upling Removat * . .'.
To remove the couPling nut:

. Place standard, correct size socket wrench in the couplilg shaft

nut cavity (in the center of the coupling flange), so that the nut

is secure within the socket. See Drive Line Assembly Sketch'

DtrarL A. x^Lr srcTro

e!f-A \

I

The rive Line {ssemblY Sketch

o
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Benram recommends that you use a small to medium lead, lead

shor. or other soft faced mallet to sfike the breaker bar fitted. to

rhe socket wrench sharply to loosen the nut. Repeat if necessary.

t

o

Hold the shaft with one hand and use the wrench to unscrew the

nut.

Remove the nut.

8.18.3 Coupling lnstallation

i
b

t
t
:

o
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. Tap around the coupling's aft end with the lead mallet to

remove the coupling from the tapered propeller shaft.

. Place the new shaft in position.

. Inspect the shaft keyway and the key for the proper radii (See

Drive line Assembly Sketch).

. Checkthefitof the key in the shaft keyway. If the key does not

fit, carefully file the coupling keyway using gentle and even file
strokes along the whole keyway.

. Place the coupling on the shaft (without the key) and seat the

coupling on the shaft taper. The fit should be tight with no

wobble and no space between the shaft and forward and aft ends

of the coupling hub.

. Mark the location of the coupling on the shaft at forward end

of the hub with a sharp pencil.

. Remove tle coupling.

. Insen the key into the shaft keyway, ensuring that the key is
clear of the radius at the shaft end of the propeller shaft keyway.

. Reinstall the coupling.

. Ensure that the coupling is fully seated with the forward end of
the hub ouching the pencil line you made.

. Use a feeler gauge to check for 0.006 and 0.010 inch clearance

between the top of the key and the bottom of the keylvay in the

coupling hub.

. Remove the coupling.
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. Coar rhe bore with any non graphite, waterproof grease'

. Reinstall the coupling.

. Place the nut on the end of the shaft.

. Use the wrench to tighten as far as possible, taking care not to

mar or scratch the shaft.

. Using the lead mallet, stdke the ear of the wrench two (2) or
three (3) times to tighten the nut.

il.tg.t rhe shaft Log

The shaft tog recess is the unnel in which each propeller shaft turns. [n your

Bertram, the shaft logs are a part of and are constructed of the same material

as is the hull as shown in the (Drive Line Assembly) sketch. Each stuffing

box is attached to is shaft log recess by a flexible hose held in place by hose

clamps. This flexible hose serves to absorb any normal shaft vibration.

8.19.2 Stuffing Boxes

/ \c n urtor't

Do Not over tighten the packing gland on the stuffing boxes. If this
gland is too tight, the packing may become glazed and the shaft may

be scored. A slight drip is necessary.

Stuffing boxes keep water from leaking around the shaft and into the boat-

The stuffing box components are the braided flax packing and the packi-ng

gland. A tight packing gland sops excessive stuffing box leakage. However,

a slight drip is necessary (aboutone drop each 3 seconds). Seawater lubricates

the propeller shafu. If leaking is excessive, retighten the packing gland.-Do

trotr, over tighten or you may glaze the packing and could score the shaft. If
the packing is too tight, the gtand will get too hot to comfortably hold with
your bare hand. When running at full speed, the gland should feel warm.

o

o

a
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8.19.3 Repacking a Stuffing Box

lf you must rePack the stuffing box:

. Remove the boat tiom the warer;

. unbolt the packing gland;

. remove the sprayshield;

. slide the packing gland fonvard on ia shaft;

. remove the old packing and install sufficient 1/4 inch by i/4
inch new packing rings to come about 1/4 inch of filling the

sruffing box. Always use tallow flqipaaking and do_ NOT spira.l

the packing around the shaft. Each packing ring must be

leparate, with the ring opening approximately 30 degrees away
from the adjacent rings;

. slide the packing gland aft;

. replace the sprayshield;

. tighten the packing gland until the shaft will not tum to seat the
packing;

. relaunch the boat;

. back the gland off until the shaft is free to turn and there is the
slight drip necessary for proper shaft lubrication; and.

. run the shaft for a while, reset if necessary.

Each stuffing box has a sprayshield to prevent dripping water from bei.ng
sprayed around the engine companment.

t\
When tightenrng the packing gland, remember that it is not necessary or
desirable to have a rudder stuffing box drip, only be sure ttre rudders rum
fteely. Otherwise, the two rudder stuffing boxes are packed in the same
manner and with the same material as are tle two propeller stuffLng boxes,

a
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8.22 Engine Performance Gauges & Morlitor System

8.22.1 General

Your Benram has two identical sets of performance gauges mounted on tbe

instrument panel. One set is for the port engine and transmission. The other

set is for the S tarboard engine and transmission. Each gauge has a purpose,

and that purpose is to assist you in the efficient and safe operation and proper

maintenance of your Bertram.

Therefore, you, the operator should:

Become familiar with the function of each of your Bertram's
gauges;

make it a good habit to check your gauges frequently when
under way:

in particular, check your gauges carefully when you flrst start
your enghes; and,

note what constirutes the 'normal" readings or operational
ranges of each of the gauges. See the engine manuals for the

correct specifications.

You should be aware that:

. all of the helm console engine gauges operate off of your
Berram's electrical system through the ignition circuit; and,

. that all of the gauges do not necessarily renrrn to any particular
position when the ignition is switched 'OFF' .

In addition to the gauges for each engine and each trals mis s io n, your B ertram
is equipped with an audiofuisual engine monitor system that sounds an alarm
(horn) and illuminates red warning lighs on the instrument panel.

o
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o
8.23.1 Engine Coolant Temperature Gauges

The two (2) engine coolant temperature gauges each independently indicate

the temperarure of the coolant circulating through their respective engines in
degrees Fahrenheit and Celsius. Any sudden rise in the coolant rcmperature

reading could indicate a major engine problem and that engine should be

immediately put into 'IDLE" and then shut down until the cause of this

change is determined.

8.23.2 Engine Lube Oil Pressure Gauges
There is one engine lubricating oil pressure gauge for each main engi-ne. The
(2) two engine oil pressure gauges arc calibrated in pounds per square inch,
gauge and Millibars. Any sudden drop or rise in the lube oil pressure reading

could indicate a majorengine problem and that engine should be immediately
put into 'IDLE" and then shut down until fie cause of this change is

determined.

o
8.23.3 D.C. Voltage Gauge

There are two (2) dc gauges that allow you to monitor the voltage level in is
banery bank. Normal operating voltage is 125-14.1 volts for a nominal 12

volt system.

8.23.4 The Tachometer
The two tachometers mounted on the control console instrument panel
displays a read-out of your main engines' Revolutions Per Minute (rpms)
which serves several purposes:

. [t gives a good indication of relative engine performance;

. it permis engine speed settings for fuel efficiency;

. it helps in estimating speed which is useful to solve navigational
problems involving speed, time, and distance; ald,

. it serves as a visual reference to help balance engine speeds.

Aly substantial change in either engine's rpnu from a fxed power setting
or drop from your Bertram's maximum rpms is a good indication that
something could be wrong. You should stop and check your engi-nes and
running gear to limit any damage.
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While using your tachometer to make a series of timed test runs back and
forth over a measured course at different rpm readings provides a good tool
for estimating speed. it must be stressed that there is no direct conelation of
rpm's to the speed of the bOat across the bottom due to:

. Slippage o[ the propellers;

. condition of the propellers;

. the effect of wind on the vessels.supentruffure;

. the effect oi tides or currens;

. the condition of the vessels bottom; and, .

. variations in the load.

8.24 Engine Performance Monitor System

I

/ \caurroru
Ifthe Engine lflonitor horn sounds and any engine monitor light

illuminates indicating an engine or transmission problem, you must
immediately:

. Throttle the engine back to idle speed;

. shift the engine into NEUTRAL; and,

. Shurdown rhat engine.

Each engine and transmission has a monitor system consisting of a horn and
indicator lights mounted on the main control console. These lights will
indicate to you which engine has the problem and what that problem may be.

8.24.1 Engine Monitor Opelgtion
Each engine and tra-osmission has an.independent monitor system that
consiss of a hom and a set of four (4) red ildicator lighrs mounted on the
main control console to wam you in case either of the following two possibly
dangerous condirions exist:

O
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I .)The lubricating oil pressure (OIL PRES) ir: that engine has dropped below
apresetlevel. If this occurs, a hom will sound and the red pon or starboard ,
monitor indicator lamp will illuminate. .- l
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'- 2.)lf any one or more of the following three engine operating temperatures

are too high:

the engine coolant emperaure (WATER TENIP); the horn will
sound and the port or starboaid red monitor indicaror lamp witl
illuminate if either engine coolant temperature exceeds its
spec itied upper limit.

the engine exhaust temperature (EXHAUST TEMP): rhe horn
will sound and the red port or starboard monitor indicator lamp
will illuminate if the exhaust system temperature of either

engine exceeds a specified upper limit.

transmission temperature (GEAR TEMP); the horn will sound
and the red pon or starboard monitor indicator lamp will
illuminate if the gear oil temperature in either transmission rises

above a specified upper limit.

o

Except for the exhaust temperature, the engine monitors are silenced by
rurning the engines " OFF" . The exhaust temperature can be silenced by the

" O\aERRIDE" switch on the helm panel.

The engine performance monitors horn and lighs have done their job once

they have alened you to a possible problem.

8.24.2 Engine Monitor Trouble Shooting

Once alened to a potential problem by the engine monitor horn and the
illumination of one or more engine monitor lights, you can isolate and
possibly corect the problem by taking the steps listed il the following
procedures:

a) Engine Oil Pressure. If ttre engine monitor hom sounds and either engine
"OIL PRES" light illuminates to indicate that it has detected a low eDgine

oil pressure condition, check the following:

. Read the engine oil pressue gauge (verify the low oil Pressure
condition).

. Low lube oi] in the crankcase.

. A teak in the oil system.

. A defective monitor circuit or switch.t
PROPUL 36 Bertam YachL Inc. P age 7O
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b) Coolant Temperature. If the monitor sounds and the engine 'WATER
TEMP" lighr illuminates indicating that it has detected an engine over-heat
probtem, check the tbllowing:

. Read the engine temperature gauge (verify the high temperature
condition).

'- . Low coolant in the heat exchanger.

- . A restricted seawater strainer. flhe 'EXIIAUST TEMP" light
may also illuminate.]

. A closed or paftially closed seacock. [The 'EXHAUST
TEMP" light may also illumiaate.l

. Defective water pump(s).

. A defective thermostat.

. A defective monitor circuit or switch.

. A collapsed water suction hose [check for this problem with the
engine running at high speed and with no load, but after the
engine has cooled downl.

c) Gear Oil Temperature. If the monitor sounds and the 'GEAR TEMP" light
illuminates indicating a gear box overheat problem, check the following:

. Low transmission fluid.

. Clutch slipping (check control cable adjustrnent).

. Transmission cooling system.

. A defective monitor circuit or switch.

d) Exhaust Temperature. If the monitor sounds and the "EXHAUST TEMP"
light illuminates, that indicates an exhaust system overheat problem, check
the following:

. The flow of water from exhaust outlet at transom.

' Restricted seawater srainer.

. Closed or partially closed seacock.

. . Defective sea water pump(s).

. A collapsed water suction hose [check for this problem with the
engine running at high speed and with no load, but after the
engine has cooled downl.

. Defective exhaust cooling seawalpr temperature sensor.

t

o

o

o
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o 9. D.C. Electrical S stem

9.1 General

o

The l2v d.c. electrical system on your Bernam is powered by two banks of
wet-cell, marine batteries located in the engine room. Each banery bank is

used to stan the main engines, a.c' generator, and supply d.c. power to

on-board elecrrical and electronic equipment' The " D.C. Distribution
Panel" is in the cabin.

See the d.c. elecrical drawings in the back of this manual.

The battery balks are charged by one of the following sources:

. the a.c. shore power source via the dc converter;

. the on-board a.c. generator via the d.c. converter; or,

. the main engines d.c. alternators.

Except for the momentary paralleting of the battery banks for starting the

mah engines or the a.c. generator, the two battery banks are completely

independent of each other.

9.3 D.C. Power Distibution

9.3.1 D.C. Main Supply Pane!

This panel contaim both mair: battery disconnect switches, the generator

disconnect switch, windlass switch and fuse, electronics panel fuse' parallel

solenoid, plus mai-n fuses for monitors, bilge pumps, and power feeds to

distribution panels. The fuse descriptions are on ttre face of the panel as well

as il the d.c. electrical schematics provided by Bertram Yacht'

o
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9.4 D.C. Equip ment Protection

/ \caurroru

Do not replace existing circuit breakers or frses with circuit breakers

or frrses having a higher trip value than the originals. Such
modification could cause equipment and/or circuit failure and/or fires.

A tripped circuit breaker or blown fuse may indicate a problem in that circuit
or in the equipment protected by that circuit breaker or fuse. [f the same

circuit breaker continues to trip or the fuse blows repeatedly, the cause must

be found and correced to avoid possible equipment damage. As stated in the

above caution, under no circumstance should any circuit breaker or fuse be

replaced with one having a higher ampere value than those that are already

in any of your vessel's circuits.

9.5 Battery Disconnect Switches

/ \c e urtoH
Battery switches are designed for use under normal operating

conditions. If this switch opens the dc. circuit while the engine is
being cranked, the switch should be replaced as-soon-as you can to

avoid fifure failure.

O

o

,
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9.3.2 P.C. Distribution Panel

The " D.C. Distribution Panel" conuins the pbn and stbd main and branch

circuit breaken. Additionally this panel has:

. . the battery condition voltmeter with pon and stbd battery

selector switch to allow you to read the voltage level (battery

bank condition) on either battery bank;

. the monitor fuses for bilge flood, engine room overheat, exhaust

temp, and FireboY sYstem;

. the fwd, midship, and aft bilge pump fuses;and,

, . provision for additional circuit breakers to protect d.c.

equipment that you may wish to add later.
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O The main battery disconnect switches are mounted on the " NIAIN SL,PPLY
PA.r\EL". These switches connect and/or disconnect the batteries from the

ship's d.c. circuits. To activate your vessel's d.c. system, the main battery

disconnect switches must be "ON". However, Bertram suggests that these

switches be left on "OFF" whenever your vessel is left unanended, especially

if it is to be unattended for long periods.

The banery disconnect switches do not control the d.c. power to the battery

convener. Provided that the a.c. shoreline is plugged in, the convener keeps

the baneries charged during those periods when your vessel is unattended.

Also, power to operate the bilge pumps, and fire and bilge flood monitors is

not interrupted by the " OFF" position of the disconnect switches.

The battery system has a baftery paralleling that will momentary parallel the

batteries to sEn the main engines and generator duri-ng temporary low battery

conditions.

NOTE:

The emergency battery parallel system k intended for emergency use

onty. If the baneries are pernanently paralleled, they wiLL both charge

and discharge (go dead) at the same rate.

o

o
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o

o

1O. A.C. Electrical S stem

10.0.1 General
All of your vessel's a.c. equipment uses 120 volt, 60 Henz power' Where

dockide power is available, your Bertram can use 120V a.c. through the

shore cord. When away from dockide Power, your Bemam can use the

optional generator for its a'c. needs.

This power is controlled and distributed from the 120V a.c. disribution panel

in thi salon. The voltmeter on the a'c. salon disribution panel monitors the

power source in use.

See the a.c. electrical drawings in the back of this manual.

NOTE:

If your boat has the European, 220Vac/50H2 electrical system, disregard

the references to l20V/60H2 and GI.C.L milliampere ratings.

/ \c a urto N

To avoid .;.rri1 6vs1t6lding and tripping t6s mein circuit breakers,

do not exceed the current draw ofthe shore line or optional
. generator, main circuit breakers.

If the voltmeter rs2ding drops below 110Vac, any ac motor itr Use

maY be damaged.

N&)
To avoid possible power selector iwitch damage, you shoull sa all main

circuit breakers to "OFF " to remove the load or tum off all the branch

circutt breakers before switchtng from generator power to shore power or
vlce versa.

1O.1 A.C. Distribution Panel

This panel is divided into three general areas. Shore-Generator power selec-

tor with meter, generator controls, and circuit disribution.

o
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1O.1.1 Shore-Generator Power Selector
NOTE:

This stvitch is provided with the optional a.c- generator installation

The selector switch allows you to select between shore and generator power'

This area also has a voltmeter, and a shore power polality lights to indicate

shore power.

1O.1.3 Generator Controts (with optional generator)
This area contains the controls to start the generator' a momentary battery

parallel switch, and a light to indicate an available power source'

To satisfy your vessel's a.c. power requirements while under way' Bertram

offers an titional generator. This generator is located in the engine room'

The "Generator Controls" on the salon panel gives you control over the

generator's oPeration.

Read the manual provided by the generator manufacturer for complete

operation and mai-ntenance of the unit.

1O.1.2 Shore Pornrer Polarity Lights.
The panel has "normal" and 'reverse" shore system polarity lighs' A
.,.u.o"'polarityconditionindicatesthattheshoresysrcmneutralandhot

power leads on the dock end of the shoreline are reversed' The shore power

iystem must be immediatety disconnected to avoid damage to the a'c'

circuis.

10.1.4 Circuit Distribution
Thisareacontainsthetwopo[e-l20Vbranchcircuitbreakersforthea.c.
circuis aboard your boat. spare circuit breaker mounting holes ale provided

for later circuit additions by your technician'

10.1.5 Loss of Pouer
Loss ofpower may be caused by shore system failure at the dock' a'c' main

shore breaker in the cockpit has tripped, an a'c' branch breaker has tripped'

or the a.c. generator main breaker on the generator conrol box has ripped'

o
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10.2.1 Before Starting the generator
. Check to be sure that the generator cooling seawater seacock is

open.

. Check that seawater snainer is clean of debris.

. Check to be sure that the heat exchanger expansion tank on top

of the generator is full of the proper coolant.

. Check the generator lube oil level.

. Set both the "PORT BATTERY" and the 'STBD BATTERY"
main disconnect switches to "ON".

. Set the "GENERATOR BATTERY DISCONNECT SMTCH"
to " ON".

10.2.2 Starting the Generator (Northern Lights)

/ \c n urtoN

If the generator won't start after several tries' its waterlift mufller
may filled rvith water. To keep seawater out ofthe generator exhaust

manifold, use the drain plug to empty the mulller.

lYhen starting your generator, do not exceed 20 seconds of warm-up
or 20 seconds of cranking. Wait 2 or 3 minutes before trying again.

On this panel:

. Depress the generator 'Bypass-Preheat" switch for 10-20

seconds depending on the temperature.

. While depressing the " Bypass-Preheat" switch, depress the

'START" switch until the generator starts. Do not exceed 20

seconds of continuous cranking.

. The tamp illuminates when the generator is runnilg.

. Release the switches.

O

,
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a !-I

After suning the generator, check to be sure thgseawater is Jtlowing from the exhaust outlet on your vessel's transom

corner. If there is no flow of water, ro avoid damaging the

generator, immediately shut it down until you splve this

problem.

. set rhe Power Selector switch to Generato(ship).:

. switch "ON" the circuit breakers to operate the-iesired

equiPment. '
,.:

NoT&r -:-

Before stopping the Senerator, remove the ac toad by setting the power se'

lector switch to "OFF " .

. ivlanual Stop - Momentarily depress the 'STARTSTOP"
switch in the 'STOP" Position.

Automatic Shutdorvn - Your generator has an automatic shutdown system

that stops that Diesel engine before any of the following faults cause damage

to your generators:

. Low Oil Pressure; and/or,

. High Water Temperature.

1O.3 A.C. Shore Power

/ \w ARNING

To minimize shock hazard:

Unplug shore-power on the dock and then on the boat'
Close shore power inlet cover tightly.

Do not alter shore power cable connections'

To get electric power from the generator

o

Do not cut or disconnect the green grounding conductor in the shore

cord at the dock outlet or the boat inlet. This condu&or is needed to

provide the same ground potential between shore gritund and your

boat's ground and minimizes the shock hazard to penons on the boat

or in the water.

Page 78 Berfam Yacht lnc. AC 36
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/ \c lurtor.r

Before conneciing or disconnecting the shore cord, ensure that the the

main circuit breaker is "OFF" or that the power selector switch is

"OFF". This will help to prevent connector arcing and fitting damage.

o

The shore cord has a twist-to-lock fitting. Ensure that this fitting is

properly locked in place before switching the shore power main

circuit breaker to "ON". This will help to prevent connector arcilg
and fitting damage.

The shore irilet is rated at 30 Amperes. To protect your inlet frtting

from damage and prevent the inlet circuit breaker from tripping, do

not exceed 30 Amperes current draw.

1O.4 Circuit Protection

/ \c AUTION

Do not replace existing circuit breakers or fuses with breakers or

fuses having higher trip values than the original. Such modilication

could cause equipment and/or circuit failure and/or fires'

A tripped circuit breaker or blown fuse may indicate a problem in that circuit

or inequipment protected by that circuit breaker or fuse. If the same circuit

breakei continues to trip or the fuse blows repeatedly, the cause must be

found and conected to avoid possibte equipment damage' As stated in the

above caution, under no circumstance should any circuit breaker or fuse be

replaced with one having a higher rip value than those that are already in

any of your vessel's circuits.

o
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1O.5 Ground Fault Circuit lnterrupters (G.F.]C.1.1

10.5.1 General
Circuit breakers and fuses on this vessel protect you and on-boar( squipment
and circuis against over loads and short circuis. However, circuit breakers

and fuses may not protect people from electric shock. Cround fault, is a
leakage of cunent to ground, often through the body ofa person who is the

electrical path to ground. It is the most common rype of cunent leakage

responsible for electric shock accidents.

Your Be(ram is equipped with Ground Fault Circuit Intemtpters (GFCI)
protection, in the galley, toilet arqas, wet deck, and engine roorn.

Except for a red 'RESET" push button and a black 'TEST" push bunon
located between the two receptactes, GFCI receptacles look similar to the
common, every-day, double 120V ac receptacles.

10.5.2 GFCI Outlet OPeration
For all practical purposes, each CFCI outlet is a standard double l20V ac

outler except hat if the GFCI outlet senses 6 or more milliamperes of ground

fault current this outlet will then act as a circuit breaker and open 61is circuit.
At that rime, the 'RESET" push button will extend out of the receptacle

plare. To reset a tripped GFCI outlet, depress the red 'RESET" push button

until it locks in place. If the push button will not reset, there is a problem

with the appliance being used or with that part of your 120V ac circuiry. The

problem requires the attention of a competent marine electrician.

To rest a GFCI outlet, depress the black 'TEST" push button switch. The

red 'RESET" push button switch should pop out. If it does, depress the
'B.ESET " push button until it is once more locked in place. If the'RESET"
push button does not pop out have it checked by a competent marine

electrician.

O

o

o
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o 10.6 lnternational Shore Power

/ \caurroru

A,22OV l50Hz system will NOT operate safely on a 120V/60H2 system,

nor rvilf a l20Y l60Ez system operate safely on a 220Vl50H2 system.

If this vessel will be operated in foreign poru that has shore power of
22OY l50Hz. instead of l20Y /60H2, Bertram's intemational oPtion mustbe

installed. The international system is a 2-wire 220Y l50Hz, with ground

system designed for shore side operation. All standard equipment is 220Y

ac and will operate on 50H2. The a.c. generator is a220Y /50H2,2-wire unit.

120Vac is not provided in this system.

NOTE:

If your boat is equipped with a 2-wire grounded 220V/50H2 electrical sys'

tem, then all references in this operator's manual to l20V/60H2 shoull
be substituted with 220V/50H2.

o 1O.7 Automatic Converters

The on-board ac to dc converter changes the a.c. input power into d'c' ouput
power which wilt charge the appropriate battery bank. The convener is fully

iutomatic and will maintain the baneries in a fully charged condition'

Benram recommends that the converter normally be left i'n the "ON"position

with either shore power or the generator supplying the power.

10.8 Galvanic lsolator

The U.L. tisted galvanic isolator on your Bertram is a solid state device

designed to stop the accelerated underwater corrosion that can occur when

the vessel is dockside and connected to shore power. This is a passive unit
that requires no maintenance and it acts as an electrical filter to prevent the

flow of dc galvanic corrosion currents through the power system (green

"safery') grounding conductor without sacrificing the safery features of the

ac groundilg system.

.t

o
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A grounding conductor is not normally a current carrying conductor; how-

ever, there are abnormal conditions when an ac culrent may flow in this

conductor. Two of the possible conditions are:

. A breakdown of the insulation between a-cunent carrying
conductor and the grounding conductor.

. Inconect or inadequate wiring on shore or on your vessel.

To minimize the shock hazard when your vessel is connected to shore power'

the shore power green grounding conductor is electrically connected to the

vessel grounding system. This, in effect, eleitrically connects yourvessel's

underwater metal fittings @onding system) to the shore ac grounding system

and to other vessels which are connectEd to the shore grounding system. This

condition can cause diffrculties, in that your expendable zinc anode system

may be overloaded to the point where it canriot furnish sufficient protectioo

against this rype of corrosion. To stop the -overload, 
the galvanic path must

Ui btockea without cuning the green grouniing conductor in your shoreline'

To do this, a galvanic isolator is wired in series with the (green) shoreliae

grounding conductor and the ac panel or power selector switches'

o

o

o
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O 11. Air Conditionin S stem

11.O.1 General
The components in your onboard air conditioning system,ue designed and

built for saltwater marine use. Your system operates with sea-water cooled,

reverse-cycle, condenser and either heab or cools as required for your

comfort.

The condensate from the air conditioning cooling unit drains into the gray

water sump tank(shower sump) and is pumped overboard.

,11 .O.2 Condensing Units
The unit is 120V a.c. powered, by a circuit breaker on the saloo a.c.

distribution panel.

11.O.3 Air Conditioning Control
The air conditioning cooling unit has an electronic SMX control (i.e., a

thermostat, a temperatue regulating control, de-humidifier, and a fan speed

adjustment control.

NOTE:

o

It is very imponant that you read and understand the Cruisair SMX man-

ual before you attempt to stan or operate your vessel's air conditioning

units. How to set alt of the SMX controls is fully erplained in the manual'

11.O.4 Seawater Cooling SYstem
NOTE:

The air condtioning cooling water seacock must be set to "OPEN" be-

fore any air-conditioning system is switched "ON". Failure to do this or

failure to keep the secwater strainer and filter clean wtll cause a thermal

overload and a sYstem shut4own'

The cooling seawater supply system consists of a seacock,-a strainer' and a

pump. Coiing s."*"t rii di.*o up through a through-hull fitti-ug anddrawn

,ia a strainer. From the strainer, thJ seawater goes directly o the pump, then

through theair conditioning heat exchanger and back overboard' The seawa-

,.. pri.p is automatically *it.n.d "ON" whenever any air conditioning is

switched rc "ON".
o
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NOTE:

Wen staning the air conditioning system, alwo.vs visually check that
there is a seawater discharge from the hulkide fitting to ensure that the

pump is operating property, If the boat has been lifted from the water, the

seswater may drain from the system. When the boat b returned to the

water, the air nast be bledfrom the strainer before the a/c pump is oper-

ated or it v)ill not pump water.

11.0.5 Air Conditioning Operation
The power source and circuit breaker for your air conditioning is the 120 V

AC bistribution Panel. To operate your air conditioning, you must frst
decide if you are going to use shore power or your onboard generator and set

the 'SHORE/OFFISIilP" selector switch to lhe power souce of choice.

A detailed explanation ofhow to start, operate, adjust,and stop youron-board

air conditioning system is given in the manufacturer's "Owner's Operation

Manual". This operation manual is included as part of your vessel's docu-

mentation package, and the information in it is therefore not repeated in this

manual. To get the maximum comfort from your cooling/heating system,

you must read and thoroughly undentand the system operating instructions.

o

o
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O 12. Toitet (Headl S stem

12.1 General

o

/ \ca urtoru
To avoid damage to your vessel, do not use lye based clog dissolvers

in the fresh water, toilet, and/or the bilge pump systems.

/ \c e urtoN
Do not flush the toilet when the holding tark is full, as shown by the

illrrminated lamp on the "IIOLDING TANK MONTTOR" panel.
Continued flushing could severely damage the toilet system.

NOTES:
Federal law prohibits the discharge of improperty treated sewaSe tnto the

territoial waers of the United Staes. Additionalty, some areas may be

declared NO -D I SCHARGE areas.
State and local laws make it imponant to check with the local authoities

about using a teated waste disposal system.

TOII ET DISCHARGE WARNIIIG

It is unlawful to discharge untreated sewage *ithin the

tenitorial waters of the United States. Violations are

subject to a fine of $5000.00 per incident.

a
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Maine toilets on vessels operating withinll.S. teritorial waters shall dis -

charge directly into a holding tank which is to be emptied by a docl<side
p ump - o ut fac i lit.r o r at s ea b ey o nd the U.S.'t e rrito riaL li mi ts. To s atisfy .

U.S. regulations, alL outlet seacocl<s on vesseb operating within U.S. teri-
torial waters must be locked shut with a gzdlock, a non-Teleqsgb-le. wi1e-

rie, or have the valve ha-rdle removed.

For vesseb operating outside U.S. terriariaL waters, it is acceptable to
have a toilet system where the waste is 6 her discharged into a holding
tank and then pumped overboard or where the toilet discharges diredty

overboard through a discharge seacock.

The toilet (head) in your Benram is a corrylete Marine Saaitation Device
(M.S.D.) and complies in all respects with the U.S. Coast Guard regulations

and standards. The term M.S.D. means that this is a complete marine disposal

system and includes the following hardware:

. the toilet and its associated plumbing;

. the pump and switch;

. the holding tank equipped with a manual pump;

. the seawater supply seacock and discharge seacock;

. the deck mounted dockide pump-out fitting; and,

. a holdhg talk monitor.

In this marine toilet system, a switch in the head controls an elecfric,

toilet-pump. This pump simultaneously pumps up the raw seawater for
flushirg and removes the waste from the toilet and either pumps it into the

holding tank or overboard, as selected by the position of the toilet discharge

valve.

o,
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o 12.2 Toilet System Operation

/ \c a urro ru

Do not oush non-soluble items or materials such as cigarette butts,
sanitary napkins, or paper towels. They wiII clog the system.

To avoid damaging the toilet prrmp impeller,-do not flr.rsh a toilet
rrnless there is water in the toilet bowl. Do not prrmp bowl completely

dry.

The position of the toilet discharge control "Y" valvs, rr[I6lding tank" or

" Overboard" , determines if the waste will be pumped into the hotding tank

or directly overboard. Do not confuse the discharge valve with the intake and

discharge seacocks.

a
NOTE:

If both the overboard and holding tank seacocl<s are closed at the same

time while the toilet is operating, damage to the system can resuLt.

For your marine toilet system to operate in U'S. Tenitorial waters il
compliance with U.S. regulations, the following conditions must be met:

. The seawater inlet seacock which supplies seawater to the toilet

system must be "OPEN".

. The overboard discharge seacock must be "CLOSED" and its

handle secured or removed to prevent accidential overboard

discharge of sewage.

. The toilet discharge "Y" valve must be set to " Holding Tank"
to direct the flow of waste materials into the holding talk'a

TLT 36- Bertam Yacht lnc. Page 87
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12.2.2 Outside U.S. Territorial Waters

. The dischargE."Y" valve must be set to direct the flow of waste

marcrials directly overboard. The " Y" valve is set to the

" Overboard* po-s ition.

. The discharge seacock must be "OPEN".

12.3 Flushing

Simply press dre lever until all waste disappears.

12.4 Holding Tank Monitor & Pump-out

The two panel lighs with the captions 'Caution" & 'FuIl Tank" ate

mounted on a plate in the head, and the explanations are self explanatory.

NOTE:
It is important to empty the holding tankhslots it is full. If operation of
the system b continued after the tank is full, the tank and/or the assoct-

ated ptumbing coul.d burst open into the bilge because of the pressure

ercrted on the system by the toilet discharge pump.

There are two ways to empty your Bertram's holding tenk;

2) you can empty the holding tank overboard us ing the sandard matrual pump

located near the holding tank in the engine room.

Bertam Yacht lnc.

o

l) Use dockside facilitigs (suction pump) to pump out the tank ttrrough the

deck-ptate. Removing thg cover gf this deck-plate allows direct access to the

holdilg tank; or,

o

Page 88
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For your marine toilet system to function without using the holding tank,

outside U.S. tenitorial waters:
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o 13. Fresh Water S stem Sum Pum

13.1 General

/ \c n urtoru

To avoid domage to your vessel, do not we lye based dog dissolvers

in the fresh water, the toilet, and/or the bilge pump systems.

The fresh water system on your B ertram consists of:

o a waer-PumP with expension tank to reduce water klock, and

pressue switch; ald,

. a water tank.

13.2 Fresh Water Tank

The fresh water tank is located under the salon sole. The ta-ok is frlled through

a pon side fill plate and vented through the hull side.

NOTE:
You must fill the water ta* using the deckfill system- You can not fill it

using the docl<side wder Pressure suppty fittbrg.

o

a
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/ \c e urror'r

The fresh water system circuit breaker must be turned "OFT" when
the tank is empty.

For day-to-day operation, your vessel's water pumP is auomatic and needs

no priming.

TO RESTART PUMP:

Ensure that the tank is at least pania.lly full;

The pump holds an average static pressure of20-25 psig. When the pressure

drops, the pump automatically rurns "ON" and raises the pressure. If the

pressure continues to drop because of no electricity or a dry water tank, the

low pressure cutout (dry tank switch) will shut the pump off.

o
T

. open one faucet to release the rapped air;

. start the pump by lifting the "ON/OFF" switch on the pump

lightly, until the pump stars.

c then hold the switch "ON" until the system pressure reaches the

pressrre that the pump runs on its own; and,

r release the "ON/OIT" swirch.

See the pump manual for mai-ntenance.

Page 90 Bertram Yacht lnc. FRWTR 36
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a 13.4 Water Heater

/ \cnurroru

Turn a.c. power "OFF" before removing heater access panels. Do not
remove. thermostat.protective covers.

To avoid burning out the heater element, do not turn "ON" the water
heater if the water level is below the heater element. Open a hot
water tap until water stops spurting to bleed air fror.n hot water

system, the[ turn heater "ON",

The water heater operates on l20V a.c. which is supplied either by the a.c.

generator or by shore power. While underway, the water is always heated

through the heat exchanger connected to the pon main engine. The heat

exchanger is permanentely connected and not temperature controlled by a
thermostat.

o The electric water heater element can be damaged, if turned "ON" without
water above the height of the electric heating element.

The automatic water heater is located below the companionway steps. The

electric thermostat on this heater is preset by the manufacturer at l40o to

l45o F, which B ertram recommends as maximum.

13.5 Shower Sump (Gray Water Tank) & Pump

The shower sump tank is located in the bilge below the cabin sole. This talk
has a pump and an automatic float switch. The pump automatically dis-

charges the shower water overboard and is connected to the d.c. power

through the "SHOWER SUMP'circuit breaker on the cabin d.c. disribution
panel. This circuit breaker must be in the "ON" position if the shower and/or

the air conditioning is being used since the air conditioning coridensate drains

into the showeruutp ,n[ and wi.l[ cause the pump to operate even if the

shower is Dot in use.

The shower sump tank and pump should be regularly inspeeted and cleaned'

Berfam Yachl lnc.
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/ \c e u rroN

The galley and lavatory sink drains have built in water traps. Do not
delete these traps.

The galley and lavatory sinks get cold water from the fresh water ank and

hot water from the water heater. 'I!e lavaory sink drains to the shower sump

tank. The galley sink drains overboard through a hull-side fitting.

/ \c a urtoN

lYhen leaving vessel unattended, the dockside fresh water hose should
be disconnected.

The dockside quick{isconnect fresh water hose connectioD is located in the

cockpit. This is a convenient feature which allows you to use available fresh

water from dockside to supply all the onboard fresh water requirements

without usi:rg water from the fresh water tank. A pressure regulator in the

supply line reduces the normal ciry warcr pressure to within the limits of the

on-board system.

The fresh water tank ca!--uetr be filled through this fitting.

o
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13.7 Dockside Water Supply
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o 14. Bil e Pum S STEMS

14.1 General

/ \cn urtoru

o

To avoid damage to your vessel, do not nse lye based clog dissolvers

in the fresh water' the toilet, and/or the bilge prrmp systems.

o

The "Federal Water Pollution Conrol Act" pro-

hibia the discharge of any oil or oily waste into

or upon the navigable waters and contiguous

zone of the United States. If such a discharge

causes a tilm, or sheen upon, or a discoloration

of the surtace of the water, or causes a sludge or

emulsion beneath the surface of the water, it is
considered a violation of the regulation.

This appties to any overflow of oil as well as any

bilge pumP discharge.

Violaton are subject to a penalty of $5'000.00

OII. DISCHARGE WARNn\iG

t
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Your Benram has three (3) independent and separate bilge pump systems.

Each bilge pump system consists of a pump, manual/automatic control
switch, and an associated automatic bilge pump switch.

The submersible Forward bilge pump with its associated water level sensing

switch are in the bilge under the forward cabin sole. The submenible
midships bilge pump and associaled water level sensing switch are in the

enline room. The submersible aft bilge pump and associated water level

sensing swirch are near the transom in the a{,bilge area.

O

Benram intended that NONE of the three electric bilge pumps could be

switched "OFF" from the helm station console. The bilge pumps are con-

nected directly to the batteries through fuses located on the "D'C. DISTRI-
BUTION" panel and wilt function even with the battery disconnect switches

in "OFF". The bilge pump control is wired so that the flybridge control panel

switches can select berween the manual (MAN, running constantly) mode

or the automatic (A{r'TO, controlled by the bilge pump switch) mode.

The forward, midship, and aft bilge pumps are in the lower part of these

bi.lges just below their bilge pump switches. This mounting :urangement

assures that there will be a positive shut-down signal to the pump when the

bilge is nearly dry.

14.4 Pump Maintenance

Each submersible pump has a strainer on the bottom of its intake. This intake

must be kept clean and free ofdebris.

For cleaning, follow the manufacturer's insructions in the data sheets

included with your irformation packet.

o
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o 15. Ventilation S stems

15.1.1 General

Your Bertram has both narural air and forced air ventiljtion systems. Nanrral

air ventilation for the staterooms uses the foredeck hatch to bring in fresh air.
Narural air is delivered to and heated air removed from ttre engine room via
the hullside engine- compartment vens on both sides of the hull. These vents

are equipped with built-in water traps.

15.2 Engine Compartment Ventilation

The natural ventilation system for your Bertram is designed so that when

your vessel moves, fresh air is taken i,n through the hullside vents and is

ducted down to the engine-compartment. From there, the heated air is vented

to the hullside exhaust vens.

To supplement the engine-compartment natural air ventilation, there is also

a manually conrrolled forced air ventilation system. The engine- compart-

ment blowers discharge their heated air through the huUside exhaust vents.

The electric power, for these blowers, is connected to the blower circuit
through a circuit breaker on the salon distribution pariel. -

NOTE:
These blowers meet or exceed the minitnal requirements for boas with

gasoline engines. See the seoion aboa 'Operating Gasoline Engines'in

o

o
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15.3 Stateroom Ventilation

The foredeck hatch can be opened either partially or completely to bring fresh
' air into the forward stateroom area. This hatch is hinged at its rear and has

rwo pain of locking dogs, one set at the forward edge of the hatch and the

other set midway from the forward edge to the hinge. Both ses of locking

dogs are operated from inside the forward stateroom and bodt sets can be

locked shut o secrtre .this hatch. The second pair ofdogs.is for added security

and !o ensure a water tight seal when this hatch is secured.

In addition to being-a source of fresh air, this hatch also.serves as a mea[s

of exiting the staterpom drea if necessary.

o

o
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o

O 16.s stems & Accessories

16.1 General

16.2 Seawater Washdown System (Optional)

16.2.1 Description

/ \c n ur toru

Seawater faucet(s) should be clearly labeled to prevent the accidental
use of seawater for drinking or cooking.

Do not use this system as a fire p.rmp for electrical fires because of
the potential for shock hazard and short circuit

NOTE:
This system should always be switched "OFF " when your vessel is left un'

axended.

The basic seawater washdown system is a convenience feature built into this
vessel and designed to accommodate a fsherman's needs. Your seawater

washdown system will make the cleaning of fsh, the fsh boxes, the bait
wells, and the cockpit area while at sea both easier and neater as well as

aerating the optional live baitwell(s) and/or washing off the anchor.

The Seawater Supply and Washdown System (optional) system consists of:

. a tkough hull fitting equipped with an intake srai-ner;

. a seacock;

. a sfainer;

. a seawater pump; and,

. seawater deck outlet.

In addition to the seawater washdown basic system there is one other optional
iurugement available which is the seawater plumbing to a live bairwell il
the cockpit preparation center.?

ACC 36 Berfam YacEt, lnc.-

Your Benram is equipped with several acceisory sysGms, noi prenionily
described, that are designed to improve your boating pleasure. Systems

descriptions and system operational deuils are discussed in their respective

subsections.
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16.2.2 Seawater Washdown System Operation
The seawatei wash(own pump is powered by the a.c. system. Therefore,
shore power or geflerator power is required. T\e washdown system .is

activated by a switch located in fie engine rooi.n entry.

Bertram reiommends that the seawater pump be switched "OFF" except
when in use. However, a relief valve and an'oyerboard discharge 0rrough-
hull fitting are provided to relieve the pressure bn the system when the faucets
are closed.

16.3.1 General
If you have ordered tlie optional pulpit, a windlass either with or without the
wildcat feature becomes yet another possible-option. A windlass is intend€d'
only to lift up your anchor, it is not built or intended to be a mooring bitt and
only in an emergency should it be used to drag a grounded vessel into deep
water.

16.3.2 Operation

/ \w n n Nrruc
Exercise extreme care when working with a windlass, especially one

equipped with a wildcat. This device has the capability of inflicting
severe i4iury.

/ \c n urroru
To avoid possible accidental operation, the windlass d.c. battery

disconnect switch must always.be in "O['F" except when the windlass
ls ul use.

i

o
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16.3 Windlass (optional)

)
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a NOTES..

If t,our windlass has a wiLdcat, the fit of the chain linl<s to the wiLdcat is

critical. The chain should not iam, skip, orjump.

The capsan head is keyed directly to the windlass motor shaft and will

revolve whenever the windlass motor is activated.

To raise an anchor line:

. Turn "0N" the windlass power;

. if you have chain at the end of your anchor line, set the chain

latc h;

. wrap three (3) to four (4) turns of the anchor line around the

capstan in a CLOCKWISE direction;

. keep a small amount ofpressure on the [ine; and,

. srcp on the foot switch to activate the windlass'

If the line st ips, take another turn and/or apply more pressure to the line' The

wildcat is used to pull anchor chain' is driven by a friction sysem, and is not

keyed to the main shaft.

Do not aUow anyone to use the swimming platform while the engines

are operating. The spinning propellers will cause serious i4iury'

CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING DANGER: Do not allow

anyone to occupy the s\f,imming platform while the engines or
generator are oPerating.

The swimmiag platform should be occupied and used only while the vessel

is stopped with the engines and generator off.

Propellen are dangerous to swimmers and divers. Do not allow anyone to

use the platform while the engines are oPerating. Propellers may revolve very

slowly, even if the gear is in neutral.

If the enghes or generator are operating, there is a possibility of carbon

monoxide poisoning if anyone is on the platform.

o

o

WARNINGJI
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16.4 Swimminq Platform
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/ \c r urro ru

FIRE HAZARD: Do not operate the searchlight with the cover on.

If the searchlight is operated with the cover in place, it may catch itre due to

the extreme heat generarcd by the bulb.

16.6 Navig ation And Runnin Lishts

Your Bemam is delivered to you with a complete set of navigation/runn ing

lights installed. These lighs fully comply with the requirements of the

International Regulations for Preventhg Collisions At Sea, 1972 (72 COL-

REGS). All vessels may use the 72 COLREGS as the controlling document

when in international waters. For U.S. navigable waters, reference must be

made to the Great lakes and Western Rivers Rules.

The 72 COLREGS require that the navigation (running) Iighs shall be

switched "ON" ifyour vessel is being operated between sunset and sunrise.

For a vessel of this size, the required navigation lighs consiss of a red (for

port) and a green (for starboard) sidelights, a white masthead(bow) light, and

a white stern light, or if you are not docked nor anchored in a recognized

anchorage, a white anchor light.

NOTES:

o

If your Benram has a transom door, this door must be kept closed while

underway at night to avoid obscuing the stern light. (Ihis door should

be kept shw at all times when underway to minimiTe the possibiliry of
someone falling overboard.)

Atl of the navigation tights furnished on your Bertram meet the curre n
COLREGS requirements. However, it is the legal responsibiliry of the ves-

sel's owner to:

Ensure tha in the event of nodificaion(s) to the the vessel superstructure
(i.e., the addiion of afishing tower, radar, and/or other electronic equip-

ment), that the required areas of visibiliry for each of these lights is tot
obstructed.

Ensure tha his vessel complies with any future changes to the existing 72

COLREGS. a
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16.5 Searchlight (Optional)
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o

o

Maneuvering by shifting gears is for docking and similar minimum speed

maneuvers; but to maneuver at normal cruising speeds your Bertram is

equipped with a positive-control, no-kickback, closed and pressurized-hy-

draulic steering-system moving twin balanced rudders The rudders are at

the stern and the main control station is fud of midships, so steering feeI is

somewhat different from a car where the steering action takes place up front;

although the results are essentially the same. However, in avessel, the stern

pivots out around a point somewhat forward of amidships. The steering

system consists of:

. the axial, piston steering station pump;

. the relief valve with filters;

. the two double-action slave or steering cylinders; and,

. the reservoir with a sight glass, the system fill location, and the

system pressure gauge.

NOTE:
The technical specifications for your steeing system are sumnwrized in

the steeing system specifications manual.

When you turn the helm (steering wheel), the axial piston pump pumps

hydrautic fluid into either side of the single action, unbalanced, steering

cylinders attached to the starboard rudder arm. The piston pushes or pulls

the starboard rudder away from amidships. The rudden are tied together

with a tie rod.

o
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16.7 BowDocking Lights (optional)

16.8 Steering Control System

A switch is provided to switch "ON" or "OFF" the optional forward (FWD)

docking lights on the helm Panel'

NOTE:

These lights are only to be usedfor docking. Wen underway, only your

navigaion lights may be showing. The Rules state: That from sunset to

suniise no other Lights shatl be ethibited that might be mistakenfor the

lights specified in the Rules' impair the visibility or distinctive character

if the iavigation tights, or interfere with maintaining a proper lookout'
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From the steering cylinders, the hydraulic fluid is piped to the relief valve.

The reliefvalve is equipped with the system purging valves and filters. From

the relief valve the hydraulic fluid is piped to the system reservoir. The

reservoir has the system pressure gauge and the air and hydraulic fluid intake

ports.

This steering system is designed and built specifically for marine use and is

also ilesigned specificalty to prevent any outside air from entering into the

reservoir. If needed, the steering system's air pressure can be recharged by

using an ordinary bicycle pump attached to the valve on top of the reservoir.

This reservoir is located in the lazarette and has a sight glass to allow you to

check its fluid level.

See the steering system manual for detailed information on filling and

purging your hydraulic steering system.

16.9 The Trim Tab Contols

/ \w e nrutNa

Before running an inlet or if before a following sea, move trim tabs to
full up to reduce the risk of broaching or pitchpoling,

NOTES:

Do not depress one switch "BOW DOWN" and the other "BOW UP" or
holl either switch in "BOW UP" or "BOW DOWN" for an extended pe'

riod as this may tip the circuit breaker which must be manually reset to
"ON " lo reacivate the tim tab sYstem.

Ercept in an emergency situation, never go into reverse or back down

quickty from any speed above idle while either or both of your trim tabs

are in any position except the full up position. Ifyou do reverse or back

down suddenLy, it is possible that the reverse pressure of the water push'

. ing against the tim tabs couU damage the tim tab system.

Always return both trim tabs to the full up position by depressing and

hol^ding the BOW UP rocker switches prior to troLling,iust in case it is
iecessary to "back down" on afish. Again, this is to prevent damage to

the trim tab, hydrautic cytinders, and/or the cylinder's internal seals.

o

a

o

I
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o

Always raise both trim tabs to the fult up posit*on prior to docking. Follow-

ing this recommendation helps prevent marine growth fiom developing on

the exposed rams.

After starting your engines, always check that you are leaving dockside (or

anchor) with both rim tabs in the full up position. Once underway and clear

of the harbor, as the sea conditions permit, you will'want to put your Bertram

on plane. Ifyou want to use your trim tabs to adjust your trim angle,lightly

depress the 'tsOW DOWN" switches to slightly lower your bow. Continue

to depress and release the "BOW DOWN" switches to gradually lower your

bow until you are at the optimum 5-degree bow up aftitude. Your speed and

the sea conditions will determine the extent to which you will want to lower

the trim tabs to adjust Your trim.

o Your trim tab system is electric and is powered from the d.c. salon electrical

panel. The two trim tabs (one on each side of the hull at the transom) can

adjust your Bertram's underway trim in almost the same way that flaps help

an aircraft maintain the proper flight anitude. Trim tabs can also adjust

pon-to-starboard list when in adverse seas or with unusual load conditions.

Depressing a trim tab rocker switch "BOW UP" causes is cylinder to pull

in, raising the trim tab up to its top position. Up is the normal operating

position and the best for most cruising conditions and speeds.

o
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NOTE..

You should check on your trim each time you make a significanl speed

change. Normally, the faster wu are going, the Less tim tab i5 required

b maintain the desired tim. Additionally, too ntuch bow down trim at

any- speed will reduce vour speed and mqtalso degrade'the handltng

charact e is tics of Yo u wes s e l.

You operate each trim tab with a rocker-rype switch mounted on a panel on

the flybridge control console starboard side below the throttles. The top of
each trim tab rocker-switch is marked "BOIV Do!yfi".
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Conversely, depressing the trim tab switch 'BOW DOWN", extends the

cylinder, pushing the trim tab down. Holding a swirch 'tsOW DOWN",
lowers the trim tab to its maximum down position. Under sor4e.sea'and

operating conditions, some 'tsOW DOWN" trim tab can adjust yourvessel's

trim to a smoother riding, more fuel efficient {ngle.

While.underway, you may find that your vessel lists to pon or starboard.

This is uiually due to the improper-loadiqg of gear and/or passehgers ora
beam wind. Your B eftram can be leveled by changing the relative positions

of the pon and starboard trim tabs.

16.1O Trim Tab Maintenance

See thd rim tab hanufacturer's marntal.

T
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/ \w e n Ntruo

Gases escaping from any charging lead acid battery are an explosive

mixture of hydrogen and ox"vgen. This mlxture will explode with
great violence and cause spraying of battery acid ifa spark or open

flame gets too close.

17.1.1 Distilled Water.
The first choice for adding liquid to the electrolyte is distilled water' If
distilled water is not available, a good grade of potable (drinking) water can

be used if this water is free of minerals, particularly iron. Adding watertoa
cell will temponrily lower the specific gravity of the electrolyte in that cell.

However, this does not mean that the cell has lost any of its charge.

o 17.1.2 Filling Procedure

/ \c n urtoru

l. Do not overfill battery cells. Excessive liquid will cause acid to spill
out the vents when the battery is charging which causes corrosion at

the terminals and the battery cables'

2. Never add acid to battery.

Inspect each cell;

fill each celt witir distilled water, when required (the top of the

plate separators should never be exposed); and,

fill untit the liquid level isabout3/8of an inch above the top

of the separato-rs. ''

17 .1.3 E xcessive Loss of Liquid
Under proper operating conditions, your batteries should require only a slight
amount of distilled water every few week. If excessive water is required,
this is frequently a sign *rat tfri Uan.i is being overcharged and the engine
alternators and converter should be checked. With age, the batteries will
begin to consume more water and give the appearance of improper charging.

,.L

]
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17. General Maintenance

17.1 Battery Care
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17.2 Battery Gases - Explosive Hazard

/ \c AUTION

TO AVOIDSPARIG

Do not disturb the battery connections while charging.

When working on battery terminals be sure that:

a. the engines are not rrrnning;

b. all d.c. loads have been turned off;

c. the converters have been turned off;

d. you are not wearing rings or metal watch bands; and,

e. you use extreme caution to avoid having wrenches or other tools
contact both terminals.

If battery acid is spilted, the foltowing immediate actions are required to

check or eliminate its damaging effects.

Acid splashed in the eye:

. should be washed out immediat€ly and continuously with plenty

of cold, fresh water for at least twenty (20) minutes.

. If cold, fresh water is not available, use milk or any available

fresh water based potable liquid to dilute the acid.

. always see a doctor as soon as possible.

Page 1O6 Berram Yacht lnc. GENMN 36

17.3 Spilled Battery Acids

o

C

o
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O Acid splashed on other pans ofthe body, the clothing' or pars ofyour vessel

musr be:

r removed immediately by washing thoroughly with cold water;

and,

. rhe area neutralized with a solution ofbaking soda or household

ammonia in water.

If a considerable amount of acid is spilled from the battery, the battery should

be replaced.

17.4 Diesel Fuel

/ \wnarulruo
Never add cornmercially marketed diesohol or gasohol to diesel fuel.

This mixture creates both explosive and fire hazards.

Use only high quality Diesel fuel that meets the engine manufacturer's

specifications. See their manual for details. Small amouns of isopropyl

alcohol (isopropanol) may be used to prevent fuel line freeze-up in winter

months. No more than one (1) pint of isopropyl alcohol should or need be

added to each 125 gallons of Diesel fuel for adequate protection.

17.5 Electical Repairs

/ \w e n rutruo

Before opening any a.c. or dc. distribution panel or senicing any

electrical equiPment:

l) Disconnect shore power cord and

2) Stop the optional generator.

3) Turn off the main battery disconnect switches.

o

a
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C

/ \c e urtoN

Do not replace your vessel's circuit breakers or frues with breakers or
firses of higher amperage ratings than those installed by Bertram.

Select breakers and fuses for the spare circuib on the dc and ac

distribution panels with ratitrgs that match the load but doesn't

exceed the cufrent carrying capacity of the wires in each branch
circuit.

Bertram recommends thatelectrical maintenance be performed by aqualified

mari-ne electrician. The a.c. circuits can deliver a lethal shock' Also if repairs

or modifications are done incorrectly, there is the danger ofan electrical fire.

Wiring diagrams for your Bertram are included with this manual'

17.6 Cockpit Hatch Dog Adjustrnent

Hatch dogs on the cockpit hatches require adjustment to eliminate seepage.

To avoid over compressing the gaskets, these dogs should NOT be over

tighened. Turn the nut on the under side of the hatch dogs to adjust the fitting

tightness. Where possible, someone rnust be in the compartment below the

hatch when you test for seepage.

. Lift and turn the hatch dogs 1/4 turn to release the harch.

. Loosen the upper 'Jam" nut on the bonom of each hatch fitting
so that you can tighten the lower "locking" nut until the hatch is

"snug" against the gasket all the way around.

. After all cockpit hatch dogs are adjusted, use a flashlight to

check for seepage after water is poured over the hatches and

surrounding deck.

P age 1Od Bertram Yacht lnc. GENMN 36
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a 17.7 Nonfiberglass Plastics

When installing or reinstalling an acrylic or ABS part that is fastened with

screws, do no! use a power screwdriver to run the screws all the way down.

Make the last few turns by hand to avoid overtightening and stress cracking

the pan.

17.7.2 Acrylic

/ \c n urroru

Do not use solvents such as lacquer thinner, acetone, mineral spirits,
nor abrasive cleaners for cleaning acrylic parts. Do use mild

detergent in warm water and 100% natural (cotton) cloths or a
commercial plastic cleaner such as 'Novus" Number I Plastic Polish.

Use 'Novus" Number 2 Plastic Polish as directed to remove fine
scratches.

Among other uses, clear acrylic plastic is used as the spray and weather
protective covers for the instrument and switch panels on your flybridge
conrol console. Acrylic plastics are much tougher than glass and are

resistant to stains, sea spray, and sunlight. However, they are readily
scratched by hard objeca, grit, or abrasives such as scouring powders and

they are readily attacked by solvents such as acetone, mineral spirits and

lacquer th inner.

To clean acrylic plastic, use a prepared commercial cleaner such as "Novus"
plastic polish number I or a solution of a mild detergent such as !'Formula

407" or "Fanustic' in warm water with a soft, 100% conon cloth.

17.7.1 General
Bes ides the Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic (FRP) better known as fiberglass,

your Beftram has both acrylic and Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS)

pars. These parts are light weight and are very strong. However, they are

ielatively soft and their surfaces can easily be scratched by improper clean-

ing. The scrubbing that may be necessary to clean a badly soiled fiberglass

deck or hull surface should never be used to clean these pars.

GENMN 36 BerEam YachL lnc. Page 1O9
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17.7.3 ABS Plastics.

n use so v S as r thinner, acetone, mineral spirits,
nor an abrasive cleaner for cleaiing ABS plastic parts. Do use a mild
deteigent in warm water and 1007o natural (cotton) clotbs on painted

ABS surfaces and a cornmercial liquid cleaner such as "Armorall" on
unpainted ABS Surfaces,

Unpainted ABS can be cleaned with a commercial pldstics cleaner such as

"Armorall" cleaner. Painted ABS looks very much like fiberglass but must
not be scrubbed. Painted ABS should be cleaned with a solution of mild
detergent such as "Formula 407'or;Fanrastic" in water using a soft sponge

or a soft all cotton cloth.

17.8 Oil or Fuel-Soaked Rags & Wipes

/ \w nn rurrue

Oily or Fuel-soaked rags and wipes may be subject to spontaneous
combustion. Do not keep used rags and wipes in the engine

compadment. They should be stored in a frre-resistant container
specifically intended for such storage.

17.9 Crevice Corrosion

When your vessel is in wet storage, rotate both propeller shafs about once

a week to prevent crevice corrosion, which may occur in the area of the struts

and shaft logs if the shafts stay in the water in the same position over a long
period.

Page 1 10 Bertraril Yacht lnc. GENMN 36
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Benram uses both painted and unpainted ABS plastic parts on your vessel.
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O 17.10 Galvanic Corrosion

17.11 Galvanic & StraY Current Bonding (Grounding ) System

o

As a part of the electrical system, your Benram is equipped with a grounding

system designed to minimize stray electrical currenb and help control

galvanic corrosion. The main grounding strap mns fore and aft through the

bilge area. This main grounding strap is connected by jumpers to the

underwater fittings and hardware as wellas the engine blocks. All on-board

a.c. equipment is connected by a grounding conductor (green wire) to this

system. D.C. equipment that is mounted low in the bilge area is also

connected by jumper (green wire) to this system.

Benram does not connect fittings and d.c. equipment to the grounding system

unless the items benefit from the connection.

o
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If your vessel is idle for extended periods, Bertram suggests that a zinc "fish"

be hung over the side in the water on a heavy wire, with a clip at the other

end of this wire attached to your vessel's galvanic bonding system.

The use of a zinc "fish" will help control the galvanic corrosion affecting

components mounted through the hull below the waterline.

When a zinc has grearly disintegrated, you should replace it, as it will no

tonger be effective. You can purchase zinc "fish" from a marine supply store,

or make them from zinc blocks if desired. Remove the zinc from the water

before making any attempt to move the boat under power. Replace standard

fansom zincs as required.
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o 18. Fiber lass Care

18.1 General

o

Proper care will help you keep this unique material in good condition'

1A.2 Seasonal Care (at fitting out time)

. Clean the surface with soap and water'

. Treat with white automotive type polishing compound; use this

polish lightly and follow the manufacturer's directions'

. Wax and polish the gel coat surface with a paste rype of

automobile wax.

NOTES:

a) Some modem paste wat products provide both rubbing and waring ac'

tion in one. These products are acceptable'

b)Fiberglassrepairsmoreextensivethanthosedescribedhereshoul.dbe
ioA, orty with the help and advice of your Bertram dealer'

1A.2.1 Loss of Gloss
To restore the glossy appeamnce of the gel coat surfaces, a lightbuffing may

be advisable.

. For hand buffing, use a slightly abrasive rubbing compound

similar to DaPo nt Number 71 .

. [f a power buffer is used, Bertram recommends that

MirrorGlaze Number I or a similar product be used'

' . After buffing, the gel coat surface should be waxed and

polished as described above for "seasonal Care"'

o
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18.2.2 Stains
The fiberglass gel coat surface on your Benram was chosen to retain is
beauty and be highly resistant to most stains. Table 6-1, Recommended Stain

Removers For Fiberglass lists the Benram recommended stain removers. If
none of the methods shown in Table 6-l are successful, it may be necessary

to sand down through the gel coat to remove the stain.

18.2.3 Scratches & Abrasions
Those scratches and/or abrasions that do not penetrate the full thickness of
the gel coat can usually be treated by lightly sanding and buffing the area.

I-arger scratches that do penetrate the gel coat but do not go deeply into the

fiberglass or weaken the structure can also usually be repaired as follows:

. Clean the damaged area first with mineral spirits or turpentine

to remove dirt and wax, then follow with a detergent and rinse,

and allow to dry completely.

. Secure a small amount of pigmented gel coat resin whose color
matches the color of the area to be repaired. This material .

should be available to you from your Bertam dealer.

. Add two drops of catalyst per cubic inch of gel coat and mix
thoroughly; the mixture will harden in approximately 15

minutes.

. Fill the scratch with the mixture before the mixture hardens.. 
.

. Round the patch off to about l/16 ofan inch ro l/8 ofan inch .

above the surrounding surface. .

TABLE G1, RECOMMENDED STAIN REMOVERS FOR FIBER.
GLASS
STAIN RECOMMENDED REMOVER

Common stains Household detergent, diluted
in water or full srengh

Crayon, lipstick,
& shoe polish

Alcohol

Ink spots Ajax cleanser

Resistant stains Ammonia cleaners or a weak solution of
hydrochloric acid

Page 113 Beruam Yacht lnc. FBRGLS 36
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O lay a piece of waxed phper or cellophane on top of the patch

uni prltt lightty to remoye any uapped air' Take- off the waxed

paper after at least 20 minutes and allow the patch to cure

overnight.

Lightly sand the area with 6O0 grit wet sandpaper'

Finish the patch by rubting and buffing with a commercial

buffing comPound.

o

18.3 Painting Fiberglass Surfaces

. Thoroughly ctean all of the dirt and grease from the fiberglass

pan to be painted with mineral spirits, turpentine, or other

commercial solvents.

. Wash with a detergent and water solution and rinse.

. After the surface is dry, sand it lightly with garnet, fine oxide,

wet and dry, or 220 sandpaper. Wipe the surface clean of all

dust.

. Apply two thin coats of primer following the directions of the

marine paint manufacturer.

. Apply the marine paint as recommended by the manufacturer'

18.4 Bottom Anti-fouling Paint

18.4.1 General
Bottom anti-fouting pains should only be applied per the manufacturer's

instructions. Before repainting any vessel's bottom, a check should be made

to ensure that the brand and type of paint chosen are fully compatible with

the type presently on the vessel's bottom.

NOTE:

.Some 
rypes of bonom paint are n; co,mPatible unless a prirler is used

.NOTE:

Do not paint zinc(s) and use only the manufactur'er's recorunended paint

on dePth sounder transducers '

a
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18.4.2 Before Applying Anti-Fouling Paint
Preparation before apptying any additional anti-fouling paint should include

making sure the trim tab assemblies are covered (masked off), panicularly
the hydraulic cylinder piston rods. Take care to ensure that the lower portion

of the cytinder where the ram comes out of the cylinder has been fully
protected.

18.5 Bottom Blisters

Regardless of the quality of the materials used and of the care taken in
construction, bottom blisters may occur on any fiberglass hull. If you do

observe bottom blisters, Bertram suggests that you contact the Bertram

Service Department before you attempt any repairs.

o
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a 19. General Sub EGtS

19.0.1 General 
,

The information contained in this section is important and in some cases

could be life saving' Please read carefully'

19.1 HulI Efficiency

o

Your Beftram is designed to carry comparatively heavy loads without

appreciably reducing performance; however, for tlie best performance results

ylu rf,oufi maintain original trim. This is with a slight (about 5 degrees)

iow up attitude. Therefore, Bertram suggests that you spend at least a few

minutes to become familiar with how the vessel behaves at this trim and to

jurt g.t th" feel of your vessel, especially the visual relationship of the bow

io th"" ho.izon when she is frrst launched, and before any extra equipment is

put on-board.

Of course, irll gear and equipment on-board should be properly stored while

cruising and you should be aware that all of the personal equipment and

accesso-ries piaced on board witl tend to decrease her speed as will adding

weight in rhi form ofpassengers. Remember ro take the effect of this added

weiiht into consideraiion when calculating the performance of your vessel'

19.2 Atrnospheric Conditions

There are some additional operational considerations for you to keep in mind

while operating your Bertram; for insanid, engine performance will 'be'

affected to u ,lig-ttt degree by local atmospheric conditions' Among other

things, you will find that the engines develbp slightly less power tn warm atr

t..f"otur.r. Similarly, dry air reduces power, as will high altiodes' If you

are truising regularly in waters well above sea level, you will want to have

a certified mechanic make the necessary'adjustments to your engines to get

the conect air/fuel mixture.

o
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19.3 Marine Growth

To obtain the maximum hull efficiency, which directly translates into speed,

the bonom of your Bertram must be kept fiee of marine growth, including

grass. Any growth will increase water resistance, thus decreasing speed and

fuel efficiency.

A planing hull will perform slightty better in salt water than in fresh water

due to the difference in the weight of water that it displaces.

The bilge should be kept pumped dry to minimize excess weight and

sloshing. The added weight of bilge water causes the vessel to ride lower,

increasing water resistance. This added drag in rurn reduces your vessel's

speed and lowers fuel efficiency. Your Bertram has cockpit scuppers that

prevent water from accumulating in the cockpit by allowing it to flow
overboard. The bilge is kept dry by a sump pump and three bilge pumps

equipped with sensor switches.

19.5 Damag ed Underwater E uipment

/ \c n urtoru

Only under Emergency Conditions should your Bertram be operated

at cruising speed with a vibration caused by damaged propellers or
running gear. Get a tow, or, if necessary, proceed with extreme

caution at idle sPeed.

A significant loss ofspeed anddxcessive vibrationcan and usually does result

from damaged propellen, shafts, struts, and/or misaligned rudden and

engines. The rudders on your Bertram always should be kept parallel, neither

"toed in' nor. "tbed out'. The propelter shaft alignment should be checked

periodically.

Page 117 Bertram Yacht lnc.
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o 19.6 Draft

o 19.7 Height

To avoid going aground or damaging your underwater gear in shallow

waters, it is absolutely vital you know how much water your vessel draws

(her drafO. Be aware that any vessel's draft varies depending on her load'

Bertram suggests that you determine her draft fully equipped and at or near

the maximum load you expect her to be carrying. Remember, any vessel will

draw slightly less in saltwater than she will equally loaded in fresh water.

To determine her draft:

o Measure the freeboard (hull height above the water) from the

covering board top to the waterline at the transom's center.

. Subtract this measurement from the dimension given for the

distance between the covering board top (at the transom's

center) to the bottom of the propeller. See the docking plan

supplied with this manual to find your vessel's maximum draft
at the transom.

. Record this dimension where it will be readily available, for
instance on your compass deviation card.

t

Besides knowing your vessel's draft, it is also vital you know her height

including any optional equipment such as fishing towers and/or antennae for
your electronic equipment. Take this measurement when she has the lightest
possible load of fuel, passengers, and equipment. This measurement should

also be recorded on your compass deviation card.

/ \w l n lrrr.rc

The compass aboard this boat is not compersated hy Bertram Yacht.
Compass compensation is the responsibility of the boat owner and it

should be done by a competent compass technician.

Any time any electronic equipment, gauge, or instmment is added,
removed, or replaced on the instrument panel or in its immediate

area, compass deviation should be checked by a competent compass

technician.

\wnnr'rrr.rcJI
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19.8.1 General

Your Bertram is equipped with a lighted, compensating type marine compass

mounted on top of the instrument panel console.

This is a magnetic card compass and, like all magnetic compasses, it is

affected by:

. nearby fenous metal (iqon and steel) objecs including tools,

some beverage cans, etc.;

. magnetic fields generated by nearby electrical or electronic

equipment, including other compasses;

. variations in the earth's magnetic field.

Any time any electronic equipment, gauge, or instrument is added, removed,

or replaced on or near the instrument panel, compass deviation should be

checked by a competent compass technician.

The magnetic compass can be the most important navigation insrument on

a boat. A compass is basicatly a permanent magnet, free to swing into

alignment with the influence of existing magnetic fields. A rypical marine

magnetic compass consists of:

o one or more magnets;

. a calibrated card;

. a jeweled pivot;

. the compass bowl;

. a means of illumination for night use

Except for the night navigation light, the marine magnetic compass installed

on your vessel does not need electrical power o function, and therefore it is

not disabled in case of shipboard electrical difficulties.

Page'l 19 Berfam yacht lnc. GEN 36
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o 19.8.2 ComPass Construction
The permanent magnet provides the magnetic field seeking element of the

"orni*t 
and is usually attached to the underside of the calibrated card'

Additional magnets may be located inside the compass and are used for

adjustmens.

The card is a non-magnetic material marked with a scale calibrated from 000

deg. at North, then clockwise through 090 deg. (East), 180 deg' (South),270

aei. 1wes0, to 360 deg. (which is also 000 deg. and North)' This card is

ceitered on a jeweled pivot in the center of the compass card'

The bowl mat be filled with a mixture of alcohol and water or light oil' The

compass card is partially supported by the liquid, reducing the friction and

damping out excessive motion.

The housing for your compass is called ttre binnacle' When mounted' the

compass card magnet aligns with the strongest magnetic field, normally the

ea.th's magnetic field (but the effect of this field can be modified by electrical

and electr6nic equipment, machinery' other compasses, and other nearby

magnetic materiaisi. When a compass is properly adjusted (compensated)'

the"compasscardwillalignitselfcloselywiththeearth'smagneticfieldand
point approximately toward magnetic nonh.

19.8.3 Compass Error
Compass enor is the observed difference between an indicated compass

bearing and the actual bearing relative to true north Oased on the north star'

Polaris).

o

o

All navigation at sea is plotted on charts which use true north as a reference'

If you are doing any long distance cruising that coutd require you to work

navigation plotiing problems and plot compass courses. it is vital that you

know two things:

. local variation (the difference in degrees east or west between

true north and what your compass indicates as north (magnet

nonh)) as shown on the local chart:

. your compass' deviation for a given heading.

To obtain your correct bearing from the vessel's compass, you must correct

for these two compass erroB.

GEN 36 BerEam Yacht lnc. Page 120
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Variation, Local variation is the angular difference between magnetic north

and true north. Variation is expressed in degrees east or west of true north

and is not affected by your vessel's heading. It ranges from zero to about 20

deg. east or west enor, depending on your global location'

This variation in the world's magnetic field is shifting continuously and

inegutarly, so magnetic north moves slightly each year' You will find' local

variation readings printed on current navigation charts'

Deviation. Every compass is affected by objects in the immediate vicinity'

Deviation is the angular difference between the reading your compass

provides as installed and the reading it would provide if the objecs were not

there.

Deviation is caused by such shipboard influences as your engines, electric

moton, insruments with meter movements' electronic equipment, speakers,

and other objecs placed near the compass.

Deviation is expressed in degrees east or west of true north. It varies with the

heading of your vessel, because, as your vessel tums, the position of the

obiects thatiffect the compass change relative to magnetic north '

You must know and record deviation on the compass card placed on or near

each compass. You must record the deviation for each individual compass

youuse,becausethepositionofeachcompassrelativetothematerialsaround
it determine the deviation.

Your marine comPass is fitted with a set of compensation or adjustment

screws to minimize these errors. It is seldom possible o compensate for all

compass deviation errors s ince this type ofenor varies as the heading of your

vesselvaries.However,theerrorshouldremainthesameforanygiven
heading as long as no changes are made to the instruments and electronics

on or near the instrument Panel.

There is a vertical mark on the compass bowl called the "lubber line". This

line was oriented when your compass was installed so an imaginary line

drawnfromthecompasspivotpointtothelubber'slinewillbeparallelto
the longitudinal axiJ of your vessel. Thus, your vessel's course (compass

t eaai"gl is the compass iard reading under the lubber's line'
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o

o 19.9

a
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Trio PreParation
_---------.L '

To minimize problems and to get the maximum pleasure from your Bertram,

we suggest that you go over a written checkoff list each time you use her'

The following items should be part of this list'

BEFORE LEAVING DOCKSIDE CHECKOFF SHEET

_ I ) Pump bilges as needed (check bilge pump operation) '

- 
2) Check lubrication oil levels.

- 
a) PORT Engine.

- 
b) PORT Transmission.

_ c) Generator.

- 
d) STBD Engine.

_ e) STBD Transmission.

_ 3t Check coolant levels.

_ a) PORT Engine.

_ b) Generator.

_ c) STBD Engine.

- 
4) Check the fuel, coolant, and oil systems for leaks.

- 
5) Check the seawater strainen, clean if necessary.

_ 6) Check that all seacocks are open.

_ 7) Check fuel and fresh water tank levels.

- 
8) Check Diesel fuel/water separators, drain if needed.

_ 9) Check the fluid level in all batteries.

- 
l0) Check the operation of the navigation and anchor lights.

https://www.boat-manuals.com/
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_ 12) Check that the throwable Type IV PFD (tife preserver) is on board

and is in is mounting bracket.

_ t3) Check that current visual distress signals are on-board.

_ 14) Check that the portable fre extinguishers are on board, are usable,

and are in their mounting brackets.

_ 15) Check that your fint aid kit is on board.

_ 16) Check that the necessary charts are on board

_ 17) Check that communications and navigation equipment works.

_ l8) Check the latest marine weather forecast.

_ 19) Test the monitor systems.

a) Fire
b) Bilge Flood

_ 20) Test the Fire Extinguisher System Monitor.

/ \w e n r.rtruc

The height and weight of a fishing tower (also called a tuna or marlin tower)'
and that of any occupant(s) add significantly to your vessel's vertical center

of graviry. This may result in excessive heeting and slower recovery to an

upright condition and may make it diffrcult and/or dangerous to attempt to

leave the tower if sea conditions wonen. Therefore, under adverse sea and/or

weather conditions do not occupy this tower.

t

a
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_ I 1) Check that there is one correct sized life jacket (PFD) for every one

aboard.

19.1O The Fishing Tower

Do not occupy the fshing tower under adverse sea and/or wind
conditions.

e
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/ \w ARNING

To reduce the risk ofserious injury, do not enter or leave the water

from your vessel while the engines are running'

When swimming or working in the water near your vessel, remember that

your propellers have sharp blades that can seriously hurt anyone who is

pushed against them by a wave or the cunent, even if that propeller is not

iuming. To reduce the risk of death or serious injury from your props, you

must shutdown both engines and ensure that both propellers have stopped

turning before allowing anyone to:

. go out on the swim Platform;

. enter or leave the water; or,

. board or disembark from your vessel by climbing out of or

down into a dinghY.

/ \* oRNTNG

lYhen underway, to reduce the chances of someone fllling overboard,
do not let anyone:

. Move to or from the foredeck along the outside of the cabin;

. l.eave the transom door open; or,

. Nlove about topside without the proper non slip 'boater"

footwear.

As stated in the above warning,certain aspects ofbeing on any moving vessel

canbe dangerous. However, these dangers can be reduced if you are the type

of operator that exercises caution where required. For instance, moving

forward on deck or moving about the foredeck when your vessel is under

way should always be done cautiously. Always keeping the transom door

shut when.underway is another obvious precaution.

o

a
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19.11 Propeller Hazard

19.12 Wren Undglway
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19.13 Preparations For Rough Weather

/ \cn urro ru

Keep deck hatches secured while underway to prevent engine room
and lazarette flooding.

Some of the several compelling reasons for you to buy a Bertram may have

been is long tradition of exceptional strength and its seaworthiness. How-

ever, never lose sight of the basic fact that there is no vessel, regardless of
its size and strength, that is completely immune to the dangers of heavy

weather. Therefore, when you preparing for heavy weather' or if you are

running ahead of a heavy following sea, ensure that the cockpit hatches are

tightly shut and dogged down to prevent flooding the below decks areas.

You should also be aware of the fact that in case of fog or other limited

visibility, you are required by the law (Rules of the Road) to:

. Slow Down. [f you are navigating in waters marked on your

charts as falling under the Inland rules, you are required to slow

to a "Moderate Speed" in accordance with the Inland Rules.

Under the International Rules you must slow to a 'Safe Speed".

Admiralty courts have generally held that a "safe speed" is the

maximum speed at which a vessel can come to a complete stop

in one half (12) the existing visibility.

Post at least one lookout (besides the helmsman) who's sole

responsibitity it is to watch for vessels and other hazards to

navigation.

. Therefore, in anticipation of the inevitable rain, fog' high winds,

and/or rough seas that you will eventually encounter, here are is

a list of preparations that you will want to take. This checklist

is suggested as an agenda of things that you should do before a

heavy weather situation gets out of control. You will
undoubtedly have several of your own items to add to this list:

Page 125 Bertam Yacht, lnc. GEN 36
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HEAVY WEATHER CHECK LIST

1) Close and secure all hatches. doors, pons, and windows' and in

particutar, double check that all cockpit hatches are securely in place.

_ 3) Secure all loose gear. Stow all the smaller items and securely lash

down all the larger ones.

_ 4) Break out the Personnel Flotation Devices (PFDs) (life jackets) and

have everyone don and properly adjust one before the weather turns this

chore into a real problem.

-5) 
Get the best fix possible on your culrent position and track and update

the plot on your chan.

- 
?) Plot (prepare) course changes to the nearest protected harbor or

sheltered waters in case the storm worsens.

- 
8) Stay cunent with local marine weather reports' if possible' have one

person assigned to monitor the marine weather channel(s).

- 
9) Any time there is reduced visibility, post at least one lookout whose

sole responsibility it is to watch tbr other vessels or possible dangers.

- 
l0) If at all possible, it is bener to have all hands busy rather than sitting

and worrying, therefore inform your crew and pa-ssenger of the following:

. what you are doing; and,

. what you want each of them to do or not to do.a
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_ 2) Use the IVIAN (manu.ill) bilge pump switch positions to ensure that

ull bilg.. are pumped dry. This should be repeated as often as seems

necessary. Since "fiee " water sloshing in your bilges degrades your vessel's

pertbrmance.

- 
6) Break out and keep handy what ever emergency gear you feel may

be needed, such as flash lights, the first aid kit, a sea anchor, disuess flares'

etc.
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19.14 The Beaufort Scale Of Wind Force

/ \c r urroru

When aground, do not attempt to drive this vessel off. Trying to

refloat this vesset under its own power could result in damage to the

propellers; propeller shafu; struts; and/or, the transmissions (clutch

and reverse gears).

Do not run engines while aground; sand, dirt, and other foreign
matter could be drawn into the cooling system and damage your

engines.

Resist the natural impulse to "throw" the transmission into reverse and

instead, pull both throttles back to reduce the engine speed to idle'

. Then shift both clutches into neutral.

. If aground, stop both engines.

If you have struck a piece of flotsam:

. Scan the waters ahead and behind for additional flotsam to try to

determine if it is safer to proceed or to try to back out of the

danger area.

. Then leave the area at the slowest possible speed.

To more accurately and quickly transmit wind and wave information over

the radio, the British 'Royal Meteorological Office" developed a table (with

comparison photographs) ofeach of the thineen wind forces' Some of these

photographs are in Chapman's text "Piloting", the basic text book forboaters'

If you are an active boater for an extended period of time, the odds are that

sooner or later you will either run aground and/or hit a piece offloating debris

(flotsam). If you do have either of these accidents, take the following steps

to protect your vessel and to minimize the damage and take them in the order

given below.

o

I
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] 19.16 Recommend ations For Refloatin Vessel

comrng ln.

. Catl for a tow as soon as time permits'

. If you can remain afloat, you may wish to set one or more stern

anchors as quickly as possibte to prevent broaching or being

driven farther aground.

Mostvesselsarerunagroundatthebow.Unlessyourvesselhasreceived
t,riL ar.ug. that requires rep4ir before retloating, the most important thing

i, fo, yo, io avoid dimaging your propulsion system' being holed' or being

Oriu.n fur,tt.I. uthore and tbr you to prevent possible damage from pounding

or broaching.

Pounding.Poundingiswheneachwaveraisesagroundedvessel'shulland
then dropi against the sea bed' Bottom damage from pounding can range

iro, "ru.tit! 
the fiberglass to opening serious holes in the hull' As each

wave strikes igainst the vessel, the conrinuing wave action tends to drive the

vessel harder aground.

Broaching. Broaching is the most serious problem a grounded vessel may

face and occurs when the vessel is thrown or turned broadside to the shore

or the shoal by the waves. Broaching is dangerous for two reasons' First,

broaching continually drives a grounded vessel harder aground' Second'

currents are set up around a grounded vessel's bow and stem. These currents

tend to scour sand a*uy from under the vessel's hull, piling this sand up

amidships and to leeward of the vessel, eventually leaving the hull supponed

only amidships. This can break a vessel's back.

Staying Afloat. The following steps are suggested.

. The first step is to determine the location and extent of any hull

damage. Bertram hulls are among the strongest made, but

running any vessel up onto a sharp coral reefor a pointed rock

can damage it.

. If necessary, make a patch using one or more of the two part,

emergency, fast setting epoxy, hull patch kits, readily available

at marine hardware stores. These patches can be applied to

almost any hole from either inside or outside your Benram as

the situation requires. At least one of these kits should be a part

ofyour emergency supplies. Otherwise. cram anything

available into the hole to stop or at least cut down the water

a
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. If a tow is not immediately available, you may have to wait for
the next high tide. A lead (a weighted hand line marked in feet)

can be very useful to check around a grounded vessel to

determine where the deeper water is located.

19.17 Flotsam (floating Debris)

lf you observe flosam while at cruising speed, immediately thronle back to

idie speed. Once at idle, shift into reverse or forward depending on the

situation and proceed cautiously until out of the danger area'

t

19.18 Mbrations

/ \w ARNING

Do not secure tow lines to deck cleats, which are only for mooring'

Cleats are not fastened to your vessel for towing' Rather, use a long

line to form a towing bridle around her hull'

Take added care if towing or being towed with'Nylon" Iines ' These

lines stretch and if a frtting fails or the line parts, the ends can snap

back with sufficient force to injure'

19.19.1 General

Should you either run aground and refloat or strike a piece of flotsam, before

you accelerate to cruising speed, proceed at a slow speed and check that there

is no noticeable vibration which might indicate damage to your vessel's

underwater gear. Ifa vibration is noticed, proceed to dockside at the reduced

speed. Depending on the damage done, it might be necessary to shut down

one engine.

Although a common courtesy between pleasure vessel skippers, towlng ls

not recommended since it can be dangerous to the occupants of the towing

and the towed vessels and is best left to professional salvors or those trained

to minimize the risks. The U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary manual CG 484

"Auxiliary Towing Guide" dated 1977 states that most marine accidents

occurringduring towing fall into one of the following tfuee categories:

Bertam Yacht lnc. GEN 35
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. 1. Most recreational type boats do not have suitable deck

httings for towing and many do not have suitable deck fittings

to be towed;

. 2. The boating public in general has both a limited knowledge

and practice of good seamanship; and,

. 3. Boating personnel sometimes failed to conform to good

seamanship practices through inexperience and/or expediency.

19.19.2 Personnel SafetY
In all towing operations the primary objective is to ensure the personnel

safety on both vessels. Thus your first goal always is to save lives and to

avoid inflicting personal injury. The saving of properry is only secondary

and must never take precedence over personal safety.

o

19.20 Use Of Personal Flotation Devices

By federal regulation and the laws in most states, this, or any other vessel,

po*ered or not. is required to have one (1) U.S. Coast Guard approved

Fersonal Flotation Device (PFD) of suitable size and readily available for

each adult and each child on board (this device is commonly referred to as a

life preserver or tife jacket). If this vesset is not used commercially, PFDs

maybe Type I, II, or III. If this vessel is to be used commercially and will
be carrying 6 or fewer passengers for hire (charter boat operation), the PFDs

must be Type I.

For this vessel, Bertram furnishes, Type II buoyant vests' adult size (90

pounds or more). This type of PFD is capable of tuming its wearer to a

vertical or slightly backward position in the water' The Bertram supplied

vests are higtr visibility orange and comply with all the U'S' Coast Guard

requiremens for a Type II device and carry the U.S ' Coast Guard's approval

label. Type II PFDs come in four s izes, adutt (90 pounds plus); child medium

(50 to 90 pounds); child smalt (30 to 50 pounds); and, child small (less than

30 pounds).

a

This type of PFD is donned by placing it over the head with the collar behind

the neck. The waist srap should then be connected and adjusted to prevent

this device from riding up on the wearer. The technique for donning PFDs

should be practiced by everyone so that they know where to find them and

how to properly don one even in the dark, try donning your PFD while

wearing a blindfold. If time and conditions permit, for instance during a

swim, all hands should also practice water entry and swimming while

wearing a PFD
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The recommended technique for warcr entry while wearing a PFD is to wrap

both arms as tightly as possible around the wearer's chest, under the chin'

This protecs the face and keeps the PFD from riding up. Always jump into

the water feet first, with both the feet and knees together and the knees slightly

bent. The head should be tucked down into the pocket made by the folded

arms. As soon as a wearer is in the water he should join others for mutual

assistance and warmth.

Please keep in mind that Bertram furnishes only adult sized PFDs and that

the U.S. Coast Guard requires that every one on board have the correct size

PFD. Please keep in mind also that being put away wet and/or stored in a

damp locker promotes mildew and hastens the deterioration of the PFDs'

Rather they should be first thoroughly rinsed off in fresh water' then dried,

and then tirey should be stored in a cool dry place out of direct sunlight'

Storage shoutd include being kept away from oil, paint, and greasy sub-

stances. In this connection, you should know that for purposes of satisfying

the tegal requiremens, the U.S ' Coast Guard does not consider as "Readily

availabte" iny PFDs found Ieft in their original plastic wrappers since

persons under stress may be unable to get them out quickly'

19.21 Rins Buoy

In addition to the PFDs mentioned in the previous paragraphs, and also

required to be on board by federal regulations is at lext one (l) U'S' Coast

Guard approved throwable Type IV (life ring or buoyant cushion This device

must be ianied where it is immediately available to those on deck'

Benram supplies one Coast Guard approved ring buoy with 3 mounting

brackets. Vou shoutd mount this buoy in a suitable location' Bertram

recommends that about 60 feet of light tine be anached to the ring buoy' You

may add to the one on-board "throwable" and/or replace the ring buoy with

any other approved Type IV device if you so choose'

19.22 Radios As Emer ency Equipment

The use of a marine radio as a method of obtaining help in an on board

emergency cannot be over estimated. The possibilities ofhow reliable radio

communiiations could add to the safery of the vessel and its crew are almost

unlimited. a
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O 19.23 Msual Distress si nals

_1 \w ARNING

19.24 Calling At Ports Away From Home

NOTE:

This manual does not include informaion about international operation

of the vessel'

BerEam YachClnc.

Do not use automotive road flares ai your required night signals' The
"" ""'*;;'; uom road {lares can cause injury and/or start a lire'

A Federal regulation became effective January 1, 198.1: requiring that all

vessels, l6 feet or 1arger, musr carry a miriimum ofihree (3) U 'S. Coast Guard

^r.."r.i ,itr"f day and three (3j visual night distress 
-signals 

' or three (3)

ffi;;; arv/"igrri signals These signals mav be flares and/or smoke

I'"'n.r",,n, dirices or bamery powered automatic emergency signaling de-

i[.r-uni*t.v must always be carried on board when ever you are operattng

in U.S. waters and on the high seas'

lf you choose to carry pyrotechnic signaling devices' it is your responsibility

,o .nrur. that they have not exceeded their expiration date (42 months from

au* of *unufu.ture). This expiration date is clearly marked on the approval

label.

You are not likely to have trouble with shore culrent in the United Sates"

However, you shoutd be careful when cruising abroad' check shore power

i"i ti"gl. in*.. 120Vac,60 Hz (some equipment may not operate properly

on 50 Henz).

Also, when cruising abroad, try to purchase fueI equal to American standards '

(See Fuel Systems section for requiremens in your engines') Carry extra

fuel t'ilters with you, since replacements may be necessary'

In some areas, it is advisable to use wat'er purifying tablets of the iodine tlpe'

Be sure to take these with you when cruising to places where the water supply

is suspect.

a
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The following are procedures to follow when leaving your boat overnight or
for a short period of time.

. Switch "OFT" all ignition or engine circuits.

. Lock all doors, windows, and hatches.

. Make sure mooring lines are well secured with adequate

allowance for the tide.

. Fenders and spring lines should be set.

. Automatic bilge pumps should be left on the "AUTO" position.

If for any re:tson your vessel is taking on water, the batteries

voltage should be checked frequently and charged when

required.

Disconnect the dockside fresh water hose from the vessel.

I

o
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a 20. Dia rams

Thefollowingdrawingsandflowdiagramsarerepresentativeofyourboat.
There is always the possibility that design changes by Benram Yacht or

additions to the boat caused by special requests of the buyer may not be

reflected in the following material'

o

a

DIAG 36 Bertam Yacht lnc. P age 'l 34

2O.1 Docking Plan

20.2 Electical Drawings

2O.3 Mechanica! flow Diagrams
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Citcuit Prorcction l0-79
Distribution 10-75 ' 10-76

G.FC.I. oudets lG80
Gcrral l0-75
lmcrnatiooal use 10-81

Outtet operation 10-80

Air Cooditioning
Location of equiPment 4-22

Operation I l-83 - I l-84
Ventilation

Engine room & stateroom 15-95

Fuel SysEm
Gereral 8-50

B
Battedes

Care 17- 105

Explosive bazard 17- 106

Location 4-23
Specificatiom 3-17

Blowers
Location 4-2 1

Specifications 3-19

C
Compass

CompeNation l9-l 18

General 19-l l9
Converter

General 10-81

Corosion
Bonding l7-l I I
Crevice 17-l l0
Galvadc l7-l l l

D
D.C. Electriacal

Battery disc. switches 9-73
D.C. Electrical

Charging sources 9-72
Circuit Fot€ction 9-73
Disuibution 9-72
Heln gauges 8{8
Paralleling the battedes q74

Diagrams
Included with manual 20-134
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How to measue draft l9-l 18

Recordiry height l9-l 18

E
Engircs

A.inep filten for diesels 8-52
Controls & maneuvering 7-36
Diesel engine cooling 843
Diesel engirrc operation 842
Gasolire engine cooling 846
Gasoline engioe operation 8-44
General information 84O
Lubrication 8-55
Specifications 3-16

F
Fiberglass

Bottom blisten l8-115
Care l8-l 12 - 18-l l3
Painting l8-l 14

Fire Extinguishers
Fixed systems G28
l-.&aiola +22
Portable bottles 6-32

Frcsh Water System
Dockside use 13-92

Pump 13-90
Tank l3-89
Tank location 4-21

Fuel System
Dieset tuel additives 17- 107

General 8-51 - 8-52
Tank gallonage 3- I 9

Tank location 4-20

G
Galvadc Isolator

Description lGSl
Gauges

Coolaft temperatue 8-68
Lube oil pressure 8{8
Tachometer 8{8

Generator
Operation 10-76 - 10-78
Specifications 3-18

Gray Water Tank
Location 13-91

H
Hatches

Adjustnent of dogs 17-108
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Monitor & pumping 12-88
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